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CONGRESSMEN AND HIGH OFFICIALS
DEPARTMENTS

FRIDAY EVENING, SEPTEMHEU

IN
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IIUBBELL COMMITTED TO JAIL

VARIOUS

FOR CONTEMPT OF COURT

"GRAFT" THE GOVERNMENT PAYROLL

Acting Upon Order Issued by Court Sheriff Perfecto

FINE FOR THE FAMILY!

Wives, Sons, Daughters and Brothers Given Dummy

Armijo Locks Removed

Jobs to Help Pay the Family Expenses.

Official Up.
"

"

HOPKINS. HEMENWAY,
SECRETARY SHAW, GROSVENOR,
AND OTHER BIG BUGS AMONG THE MANY WHO WORK
RELATIVES INTO SOFT JOBS AT GOOD PAY.
OVER-STREE-

T

Possession of County Jail and
Prisoners and Court Will Not
be Delayed.

IIUBBELL

Con-gros-

able-bodie- d

nt

who is assistant to the doorkeeper of
the house of representatives, and I

Last winter Representative A. J. go that the clerk is abie to earn about
oclstead, of Granite Falls, Minn., $1 no altogether. Last winter a group
made the boast that he wa-- living ami of these
secretaries
professional
supporting his fami.y on the $1.21111 ; agreed that the scale of wages was
clerk hire allowance, and saving the being cut to an intolerable degree, and
Ij.UUU salary and the
12. allowance that It was time to form a union and
for stationery. Being a thrifty Nor- strike for higher pay. The congress
wegian and accustomed to the simple men began to get nervous about the
life of Granite Falls, this was a very publicity threatened, and the result
easy proposition to him.
was the Insertion of an item In one of
There are very few of the southern the appropriation bills providing an
congressmen who employ becretaries, annual salary of $2,000 for one of the
but there are fewer who fail to certi- committees which previously had enfy to the expenditure of the entire joyed no such perquisite, and this
amount of the $100 a month, winter money was used to satisfy the ma!
and summer. Once a northern con- contents.
The strike was declared
gressman did fail to draw this allow- off.
ance. He was Franklin Bartlett. of
very recently that Jim
only
It was
New York, now out of
Ho cer- WatBon, of Indiana, a member of the
tified to the expenditure of $18 a year ways and means committee, found ft
for actual clerk hire. Bartlett was re- necessary to have a regular secretary.
garded as very eccentric.
Representative Griffiths, of Indiana,
It is the common practice for groups had his wife or daughter as secretary.
of congressmen to combine and have as did
Robinson, of
one clerk between them. Each pays the same state, while Holliday had
the common clerk $16 or $20 a month. his son.

and
l.eiieve he has a brother-in-laother relatives in the service. Representative James T. McCleary, of Minnesota, has a son as clerk of his committee on library, anil as his secretary. This summer McCleary took an
extended trip to Europe at government expense to study styles in monuments and memorials.
Each member of the house is allowed $1,200 a year for "clerk hire." As
a good any know, this money is drawn
and pocketed by a majority of the
members without being expended for
that purpose. Sometimes the member Indulges in the pleasant fiction
that "wife" or "daughter" is "clerk"
and has earned that Bum. Quite as
generally even that pretense is discarded and the member merely makes
the necessary certification that this
sum has been expended, and puts the
money into his pocket. The fact that
he signs a He does not trouble him.

i

po:.-tlrs-

FRENCH PUNITIVE

INCREASE IN USE OF COFFEE,
ESPECIALLY IN UNITED STATES
Twenty Years Increase in Six Largest Coffee Using
Countries Was 60 Per Cent, Here
Was 100 Per Cent.
has become part of the poular diet.
mu
tends to increase couuiiuauy.
consumption In the United States has
present
increased enormously, and at
the Americans consume between two- f
of all the coffee pro
will be printed In the forthcoming is- fifths and
duced.
show that the
The
statistics
Comof
sue of the "Monthly Summary
per capita consumption of coffee in
merce," published by that department. some
of the principal countries for
The report shows an enormous increase in the cultivation and consump- l'je3 was as follows:
United States, 10.79; United King
tion of this stimulant, which is one of
the most strikinc features of tne last dom, .71; Germany, 6.80; France, 6.27;
quarter of a century. According to.nonana, n.jy;.
In these five countries, with Aus-o- f
the report, the center of production
added, the use of coffee
coffee, which is an Indigenous plant
of Africa, may be said to have been from m- to I9U4. or during twenty
transferred to South and Central years, increased GO percent, while the
s
of the population increased only about 30
America, alxiut
wo.ld's supply being furnished at pros-- i per cent. In pounds, the increase in
consumption has been. In the same
tnt bv Brazil. . The.. terms
.. Mocha....and
.
1
null
.it
.1..--ieuiy
years, num
i,n,iw,v
Java, which in olilen times muicateu
pouinis
become
now
in
to l,8lt,4i (,uuu pounus
the .source of origin, have
mere characteristics of quality and in 19i4. While the increase for all
the countries named was 60 per cent,
blend.
the in the United Stay s alone it was alit is an interesting fact that
rates of consumption wherever coffee most luiJ per cent.

Washington, D C, Sept. 29. The
department of commerce and labor
has Just given out a monograph on
the coffee trade of the world, which

one-hal-

y

three-fourth-

...

1

SOME MORE THINGS ARE TOLD

EXPEDITION SENT

BY SCHIFF OF KUHN,

To New Hebrides to Punish

He Would Not Accept Position

Natives for Treatment
of Whites

L0EB

& CO.

MAY

t,

The
Sept.
Washington, I.
aunouuci ment has just been made that
the new manual for the sabre and
bayonet drills for the army, on which
the officers of the general staff hae
been working for some weeks, will
soon be given out. Hitherto these
manuals have called for much skill on
the part of the enlisted men, so much,
indeed, that few of them were ever
able to acquire the art of wielding
either weapon in a satisfactory manner.
It is proioscd to omit from the new
manuals everything of a fancy fencing character, such as is taught in the
It is intended
private drill rooms.
that there shall be a return to the
simplest methods, and that evirytbing
t practical
and
shall be on
useful basis. Both weapons are
tended for u se in time of war, especlally the bayonet.
The officers who have been on duty
at Manchuria with the Japanese and;
Russian armies have furnished spe- cial reports on the subject to the g. u- eral staff, and such experts as Captain)
ruiaii J. Koehler, the master of
the sword at the military academy,
and Civil Kngineer Cunuingham. of
the navy, who is an expert swords-

The above order was made by Judge
Ablott this morning and turned over
to Sheriff Armijo to serve upon Mr.
Hubbell. The sheriff took a car for
new town at once and hunted up Mr.
Hubbell. He found him In the Stur-ge- s
club rooms and there the
read the court's order. He returned it to Sheriff Armijo and stated that
upon the advice of his attorneys he
would refuse to comply with it.
The sheriff returned to the court

on Executive Com

tive committee for a meeting to- liyiie, uMn which Hyde drew diviuight:
dends. Ills position on the finance REMOVAL OFpHATHAM
You are requested to meet at
committee he did not regard as of
WAS NOT COMPLETE.
the otllce of the fair association
much Importance because; he could
29. The fore part
Sept.
Port
Said,
evening,
(Friday)
September
this
nuron
the
twit insist that his advice
man, and who had charge of the na29, at 8 o'clock sharp, for the pur- ,.ljIlSt) or Kal(, of securities cshould be of the wreck of the Uritish steamer
val academy fencing last year, have
Chatham, which was blown up yes- pose of hearing a report from V followed
also given valuable advice along the
terday, has entirey disappeared, but
the secretary. As It will require
schiff'sald
was
no
practically
there
lint indicated.
a full attendance to act upon
f.,r a flnnnr committee, hm the ihe stern must be further demolished
'
by dynamite. There la a hole lit) feet
these matters, you are urgently
executive committee took the InitiaPresident and Family Back.
at the spot where the wreck oc- requested to be present.
Oyster Hay, Sept. 29. President
tive in all Investments, and there was
curred.
1$.
K.
SEUJEItS,
D.
powers
the auditing committee with
Roosevelt, wife ami children, will
Secretary.
equalling those of the finance commit
leave here tomorrow morning for
A
In reply to a question by Coun9
Washington.
9 9.
f
I tee. Hughes
whether hu did not think
sel
there ought to be more supervision of
insurance companies, Schlff said:
"There is no doubt of It, but uo law
can secure It."
BY
richiff said he would like to see inus
surance companies looked after,
well as his own banking firm, and its
s
Dusseldorf, Germany, Sept. 29.
ofheers held to as s'ri' t accountability
as his cashier. SciiitT said that be
Acheubach, one of the most disChicago, 111., Sept. 29. A de'ermin-- wit h the American federation of Ia- thought Hyde male- a mistake, as tie tinguished artists of the once famous
kept the lioard of di rectors absolutely
effort will be made on the part bur s purely a question of time.
The leaders of the federation are; at the mercy of on.- man himself. Huessebloi f school of landscape palmof tin American Federation of laUirl
anything of ers, is celebrating his ninetieth birthto bring alstut the unionization of the nuniy enthusiastic over tne prospect witness never n
and the whole city and the
farmers of this part of the country, ot an alliance between the city wage numerous tuisti K .Hints, and it w ;is day today,
and their affiliation with the Federa-- ! workers, the farm hands and the farm-- never brought to i.is attention that ar'ists ail over Germany have comwere carried uu bined their efforts to commemorate
tlon of Labor for mutual benefit aal cm. It is exptcte.t that the western monies of the SOCK
h they did nut the event and to Jn honor to the jircat
account i" u
farmers will be well represented at the
protection.
lart.st.
111
Wisconsin and Minnesota a num- - next meeting of the Federation of l.a-ll- t belong
The Jubil.st re eived hundreds of
SchifT testified that the minutes of
her of farmers' unions have been bor, which will be held In J'ittsburg
of
the finance committee lettirs and tt-- grains of congratula-o- f
fortied alieady and according to thelln November. It is not expected that the meeting
In February, lion Loin all parts of Germany. Among
the F.iu:table
st tteinent of the officials of the fed-- ! the plan of atliliaiion will meet with
were congratulations
I'.hiH. were false iu recording the pur- the
eration, the affiliation of these uulonsjauy opposition from the federation.

HONORED

-

i
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,IT WAS NOT THE
THE PACKERS MUST
GENERAL'S
STAND FOR TRIAL
Chicago, Sept.

29.

Federal

Judge

Tokio, Sept.

29.

;

FAULT

Lieut. Gen. Harar
Ul-tri- ct

GIVES BIG BOND

Indianapolis,
Sept. 29. David
Sherrick, former auditor of the stale,
of Indiana, recently removed by the
governor, was arrested today on an
indictment returned by the Marion
county grand Jury, charging him with
grand larceny, embezzlement ami
s .piiticy to defraud,
lie gave bond for
K.

con-dee- p

I

$70,ono.

ANCIENT GERMAN ARTIST

-

j

house and reported to the court that
he had served the order on Mr. Hubbell and that he had refused to obey
It. Attorney Nelll B. Field thereupon appeared before the court and allied that Mr. Hubbell be cited for contempt of court and that a warrant ba
issued for his arrest In order that b
might be brought before the court.
The warrant was at once Issued and
delivered to the Bheriff to serve. It
was served on Mr. Hubbell during tha
noon hour and he was cited to appear
and show cause why he refused to
obey the order of the court.
At 2 o'clock this afternoon Mr. Hubbell and his counsel appeared before
Judge Abbott. The court asked Mr.
Hubbell If he had anything to say and
he replied that he had not. Mr. Field,
appearing for Sheriff Armijo, then
asked the court to order Mr. Hubbell
committed to the county jail until he
should purge himself ot contempt by
complying with the court's order. The
order was at once prepared and signed by Judge Abbott and turned over
to Sheriff Armijo to carry out. The
sheriff took charge of his prisoner and
started with him to the county jail.
Battered Down Jail Doors.
Sheriff Armijo was followed to the
county jail by quite a large crowd.
Arriving at the jail, he demanded admittance, but the jailer refused to open the gate of the barricade. A deputy was sent for an ax and sledge
hammer and the gate was broken,
down. It was also necessary to batter
down the door to the Jail before the
sheriff could gain admittance to the
jail proper. Mr. Hubbell was thea
taken into the jail and locked up.
Armijo Now Hat Jail.
As a result of this afternoon's pro- -'
ceeilings Sheriff Armijo la now in full
possession of the county jail. It ls
understood that when the district
court convenes on Monday he will
have full charge as sheriff and no da-la-y
will result on account of the present controversy.
Will Resort to Habeas Corpus.
Although it Is not known what tha
counsel for Mr. Hubbell will do now
that their client Is in jail for contempt of court. It is very probably
that they will swear out a writ of habeas corpus in an attempt to secure
bis release. Mr. Hubbell took his
calmly and does not seem la
the least worried about the outcome.

f.--

FOR UNIONIZATION OF FARMERS

i

HABEAS CORPUS

Dealings With the Equitable.

FEDERATION OF LABOR WORKING

-

BY

Otia J. Humphrey today sustained the gulsht, commander in chief of the
filed by United States Iis- - anese military forces on Sakhalin
CAPTURE THREE OF THE CHIEFS
Attorney Morrison, to the plea in and, arrived here today, and was
made by the packers In 'corned by a large party ot officials
in
luvu th indictments for nud others.
New York, Sept. 29. Jacob H. chase of $500,000 of Union Pacific pre -- t,
Victoria, B. C, Sept. 29. From the
Kepresentatlves of a ladles' asso-..,
torU,tl
-.
"holding
account
ferred
stock
for
New Hebrides news was received by Schlff, head of the firm of Kuhn,
ha
Schlff said be was present at the meet vold. Judge Humphrey said that
one halt of tha
..We a.'re son-ythe steamer Mlowara, of an attack by Loeb & Co., bankers, formerly a di- ing and no such transaction was made. had made the dlalon on broad lsland ha(j
wa no
'
natives upon a French punitive ex- rector of the Equitable IJfe Assur- Schiff expressed the opinion that It B.uuuua.
your."
statement
The
caused
fault
of
., nu.inioBi
the first witness was wrong for Hyde to participate cruuou mo lecuuiuauiica viuitu iu
pedition sent to punish the blacks for ance society, was
"
,l.,u..o,..l
oualnut tho
called before the legislative insurance personally In syndicate transactions. .
outrageous actions against the while investigation committee today.
"The Kqultable," said Schlff, "was at plea in abatement.
It Is likely that the Jury for the trial SPECIAL COMMITTEE
settlers and for several murders at
Schlff said that he became a di the mercy of one man, either Alex
rector of the Kqultable society lateanilor or nyde It Buems to me that will be drawn about the middle of
Bullies, on Mallicolo Island.
early In 1894. His firm It was all Hyde, vice president, and October. The defendants were orREPORTS FAVORABLY
The French warship, Muerthe, land- in 18!3 ordealing
with the society for
had been
insurance situation has dered by the court to plead next Thurs
ed a party of marines who arrested a quarter of a century prior to that the 'entire
day morning, the pleadings to be
been one of Irresponsible power."
Christiana, Sept. 29. A special comthree chiefs. As the party took their time. He was advised that there was
taken up on argument before Judge
propHumphrey by the following Monday. mittee of the Btorthlng, to which the
captives from the village, a shot was nothing to prevent his firm from
MISS ALICE ROOSEVELT
maintaining such relations.
He
the bill ot exceptions to the question was referred, decided today
fired from ambush which killed one erly
AND PARTY GO TO JAPAN. .Meantime
to
was a director for several years be- ruling made by Judge Humphrey to- by a vote of 12 to 6 to recommend emparliament a government bill
Seoul, Sept. 29. Miss Alice Itooose-vel- t day, is to be prepared.
marine gunner. The party then at fo;e he became a member of the
bodying a draft of the treaty prorld- tacked the tillage, dispersing the na- - finance committee.
and party left Seoul by a spec la!
ing for the separation of Norway and
Scbiff also stated that the Kquita- - train today, via Fusan. whence they ARIZONA'S CAPITAL GETS
tives and killing four men.
SepGOOD WETTING Sweden, as signed at Karlstad,
The landing party returned to the Me was in the hands of the executive will go to Shinionoskl ami Yokohama.
tember 23.
bay. where It was again fired on and officers, and that ho had no way of The visit to Japan will be entirely priPhoenix, 'Ariz., Sept. 29. A severe
knowing more than these olliceirs
a marine wounded.
ram storm occurred hero yesterday
Money Demands Six Per Cent.
chose to tell him. lie refused elec- vate. Miss Roosevelt will decline any afternoon, the total piecipitatiou bebepublic recognition or hospitality. The ing .79 of au inch, of which .07 fell In
New York, Sept. 29. Before noon
tion to the executive committee
FAIR EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
cause of tiis relations to the society, emperor of Korea leceived Miss Roose- fourteen minutes. The wind, which today call money advanced to 6 per
highest rate In many
MEETING CALLED TONIGHT lie thought it would be Improper for velt In a privato audience and pre- reached a maximum of forty miles an cent, the
him as a member of the executive
months. Large sums were loaned at
damage.
considerable
did
hour,
to nnss iiiKin anv dealings sented her with his photograph with
riumtiit
this figure.
.! of his firm
his autograph attached. The Koreans
with the society.
The following notice was mall- INDIANA
AUDITOR
RooseHe was qualified to be a director made every effort to make Miss
ed to members of the fair execu- REPUBLICANS AND
by shares transferred to him by Mr. velt's stay pleasant.

t t

in-ie-

RELEASE

l,

ADOPTED BY WAR DEPARTMENT
29.

SECURE

The sheriff squabble took a sudden
and decidedly sensational turn this
afternoon, with the result that Thos.
S. Hubbell, recently removed as sher
iff of Bernalillo county, is confined in
the county jail. The commitment of
Hubbell was the result of his being
In contompt of court by refusing to
obey an order Issued this morning by
Judge Ira A. Abbott. The order Is
sued by the court and which Hubbed
flatly refused to obey Is as follows:
The Court's Order.
This day came Perfecto Armijo,
sheriff of the county of Bernalillo, and
represents to the couit that Thomas
S. Hubbell, late sheriff of the county
of Bernalillo, Is in possession of the
county Jail of the said county of Ber
nalillo, and of the prisoners contained therein, as well as of a room In
the court house of said county, and of
the records and paraphernalia of the
office of said sheriff, and refuses to
surrender the same to him, the said
Perfecto Armijo. to the obstruction of
the public business, and thereupon,
it is ordered by the court that the Bald
Thomas S. Hubbell forthwith deliver
to the said Perfecto Armijo posses
sion of the county Jail of the said
county of Bernalillo, and of the prisoners contained therein, as well as of
a room In the court house of said
county, and of the records and para
phernalia of the office of said snerifT,
without prejudice to the rights of the
said Thomas S. Hubbell to contest
the right of the said Perfecto Armijo
to the office of sheriff of the said county of Bernalillo In any proper pro
ceeding. The said rnomas s. nun-belby his attorney, obejeted to any
action by the couit upon said representation for want of Jurisdiction In
the court to proceed In this way, and
because there is no proceeding pending before the court in which it can
IRA A, ABBOTT,
act,
Judge,

mittee Because His Company Had Extensive

i i it

LESSON FROM JAPANESE WAR

JAIL

New Sheriff Now in Full

Congressman Who Supported the
Whole Family on His Clerk Hire
Regarded as EcMoney Another
centric Who Refused to Draw the
Clerk's Stipend.

1

"

HAD TO BATTER DOWN DOORS TO COUNTY

the assistant secretaries of the treasury department,
under Mr. Shaw's
administration, Inaugurated the custom ol using the colored messengers
In his home also for
butlers and
waiters.
The practice of using government
s
employes as coachmen was exploited
Washington, D. C, Sept. 29.
a year or so ago, and at that time this
and the higher officials of the secretary
and some other
responsible
morally
government are
lost the privilege of using the
for a large share of the petty graft "official carriages" for making afterwhich abounds In the public service. noon calls and doing marketing.
The late Secretary Hay would not
When United States senators, cabinet
use
the official carriage for any purof
officers and members of the house
pose not in the strictest sense of offrepresentatives, and even the vice icial. Secretary Shaw, on the other
president of the United States, make hand, sees no reason why he or Mrs.
carImproper connection with the public Shaw should not use the official
calling,
riage
secular
Sunday
or
for
a
treasury, the: e is not much hope for
or for marketing, If convenient.
high moral tone among the
But then Secretary Shaw sees no
reason why his son should not draw
Few people have any idea of the pay as a special agent, or why the
extent to which government omciais boy should not travel to Hawaii at
and congressmen are accustomed vu public expense, as he did this sumuse employes who are carried on the mer.
government pay rolls to decrease their
Ir. the recently reported roster of
own private expenses. By employing United States senators who carry
as cooks, sons or other relatives on the governgovernment "charwomen
or "messengers" as butlers or valets, ment rools, the name of Senator Althe personal expenses of these public bert J. Hopkins, of Illinois, was inadmen are considerably reduced. Then, vertently omitted. He has an
when a wife or daughter can be carson in one of the executive deried on the rolls as a "secretary" or partments.
a son as "clerk," the living problem Is
One of the most notable cases of
made quite simple.
among the members
of
nepotism
It will be noted that no denial was the house of representatives, is in
ever made of the charge of the dis- the family of thai veteran and hongruntled Addicks, of Delaware, that orable pillar of republicanism
and
his former friend, Senator J. F. Allee, tariff, Charles H. Grosvenor, of Ohio.
was, by himself and his relatives, The government is obliged to carry
"drawing down" about $12,000 a year his brother Dan, who does not seem
of government money.
to be a very useful citizen in any
Neither does Vice President Fairear
Fc a longas time he wasdeputy
banks denv that hi3 son draws the ns d on tne
rolls
assistant
a
pi.vuie seu.ia
saiary oi
" auditor for the treasury department.
cnai does noi rai i ie wuu.e
niIl one day Brown, the deputy aud- for I am most reliably Informed that
wg killcdehot by an enraRed
nas
custom
tne
oi
been
it
man. with a pistol. It was up to Dan
i
uu
uji,.ucu
vica.uc.n,
t take hold of the office, but he was
man of largo wealth, to make use of
availablp and wa8 dsnllssed. Then
a colored man as a house servant who - .
,ed on th house of
bugovernment
on
of
rolls
the
the
is
rollf) a8 clerk to tnQ com.
reau or printing ana engraving, uuu resentative
mittee on fisheries.
of a white woman as personal secreJames., A. Hemenway, lately chairtary, who Is a J900 clerk in the office
man
of the house committee on apgeneral.
quartermaster
of the
It was the rather notorious Mr. propriations, but recently elected to
"
George W. Beavers, lately chief or. me senaie o uiwU
Win. I. Hemenway, on the
salaries and allowances in the post- - a Mother,
messenger,
office department, who brought this ""use rolls as a
species of graft to a high degree ofj Co!. Dan Hansdell, sergeant-atarm- s
perfection by making use of one of(of tie senate has a son in Mi employ
Representative
Jesse Over-methe colored messengers of the govern-- there.
as his personal valet. One of i street, of Indianapolis, has a brother

A
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TOWN AND NATION

DEMOCRATS FUSE
San Francisco. Cal., Sept. 29. A
complete fusion was effected last night
hv democratic and republican municipal conventions and a Joint ticket was
nominated. John Partridge was nominated for mayor. The Ruef faction
i:i the republican convention, gave notice that it would not be bound by the
choice of the majority.
Witte Goes to Emperor.
St. l'etersbuig, Sept. 29. M. Witte
left Si. Petersburg today by boat to
meet Kmperor Nicholas, who, with
his family. Is prolonging his trip la
the Finnish gulf.

AN AMERICAN IS
r
Ktnperor William and the
of Austria, aud many other EuMURDERED IN MEXiCO
ropean rulers.
a
In the afternoon
monumental
Nogaies, Ariz., Sept. 29 A.nerican
fountain erected In honor of Achcn- bach was dedicated to the presence' Consul Morawetz ut Vitules, Sonorn.
In the evening
of the junilist.
the Mexico, ytsterday received u telegram
aitists and students paraded through from Choix, a town mar Fucrte, Sln-thstreets and serer.a I. d the veteran ala, Mexico, announcing the
Thm a couuueres was g:eiilsinatlon, by a Mexican, of William V.
in his honor, and notwithstanding his () la!y. a prominent civil and niliing
ae, Mr. Achetihach attended the fes-- t engineer, w ho w as one of the Cananea,
a few words ofi Vatful & Pacific railroad engineers.
ttval and addrc.-e- d
uianhs to the nro'her artists and the I lie muidcrer was captured but n
d a. I' mic youth.
'further particulars were learned.
from

Km-pero-

e

asuas-paint.--
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AGE TWO

THE EVENING CITIZEN
h

the

for trmnamiaaior. thraish On
Mito M aaeor4 alaaa mattar.

opened anil the blood made pure.
the second place, we advise you t
no Hostctter's Stomach Bittert, I
cause It has proven time and again It
wonderful value In all cases of stom
Hrti troubles.
It always cures Poo
Appetite, Indigestion, Dyspepsia, Cos
tiveness, Billiousnest and Malaria
try bottle today.
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Dispatch.
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tUy by Carrier, 60c per month
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month,
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Something Late in Men's Clothes.
-Uelden is a good sort of a fellow
In some ways, but he's too stuck up."
"Yes, but you ought to overlook
that, for it's only natural. His father
was a bill poster.
Edison thinks people sleep too much.
Maybe we do, Tom, but we can't all
tay up as late as the chorus girls.
Some of the Chicago papers wonder
why Roy Knahenshue, the air ship
man, didn't take a Btreet car trip in
Chicago, if he wished something
really exciting. Maybe Roy wanted
to be sure of a seat.
The nights are getting longer," 'ne
remarked, along about midnight.
"I know it," she said, "and I'm so
tlad, too."
"Are you?" he asked, his heart beating wildly; for it was his thirtieth
consecutive call.
"Yes," she answered. "And if they
only become long enough, maybe you
will be able to get home before

462.

Appointment

that dog loved much, and of all th
thing he hated, eals came first. There
wasn't R cat within a mile of my barn
that hadn't been chased up a tree !
mat beawt. and all the dogs within
the same distance had been mos
painfully and shamefullv abuseir. On
little yellow fellow he especially hater
Hnu ne used to neap inilienlt cs on
that dog until I was afraid I'd Ret into
ttie papers. Little did he think that
there was Bitch a thins as the yellow
teril, and that It would some day
send Iilm to the dog heaven no, not
heaven, but the other place.
"The yellow dog and an old black
Tom cat used to hobnob together
great deal, and finally their actions
aroused by suspicions. 1 noticed they
would walk down the street together
and sit down and wait at various
points which they knew the tenier
was certain to pass. Hut the nlace
tney picKen would alwavs lie close to
a tree that the cat would climb and
IN THE POKER GAME.
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"The cat kept his eye on the terrier, and when he saw the rone was
almost chewed through, he walked
slowly to the back fence, climbed up
to the top and called more names.
When the terrier at last freed himself
he started for the fence, the rope
trailing from his collar. Down went
te cat on the other side. It was one
of those fences with perpendicular
boards, easy to climb over If you were
on the side where you could grab
the
to which the boards
were nailed, but not so easy if you
were on the smooth side. The terrier
was on the rough side, and over he
went.
"Well, sir, Just as he was going
over out jumped the yellow dog from
behind a barrel, where he had been
hiding, and he grabbed the rope with
his teeth and held on. My wife said
she heard the terrier growling deep
down in his throat, and she could
hear hlra scratching the fence in vain
endeavor to climb over. Finally the
noises ceased, but the yellow dog held
on until the eat Jumped on the fence.
I guess he must have said that the
terrier was dead, for the yellow dog
let go. Gentlemen, gentlemen, it was
murder, murder, plain and simple, and
as foul as was ever committed."

Ira M. Bond.
ATTORN
M K street. N.
n.
W., Washington, u. i,.
lands,
patents, copyrights, cavlats, letter pat
ent, trade rurki. claims.
R. W. D. Bryan.
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WITH AMPLE MEANS
'AND UNSURPASSED FACILITIES

Crom- -

THE

John H. Stlngle.

Suite 1, N. T.
Arraljo building, Albuquerque. N. M.

OF

BANK

ATTORNEY-AT-LA-

Walling-rord-

COMMERCE

OF

ALBUQUERQUE.

H.

M.

EXTENDS TO DEPOSITORS EVERY PROPER ACCOMODATION
80LICITS NEW ACCOUNTS.
CAPITAL, 1150,000.00

ARCHITECTS.
F. W. Spencer and V. O.

$100,000

i

it

national Bank build

E. W. Dobson.
Office
block. Atbit jerque. N. If.

TV

Interest Allowed on Savings Deposits

Albuaut-raue- .

ATTORNEY-AT-LA-

,

rooms
Barnett building,
Albuquerque, N. M. Both 'phones.
CIVIL ENGINEERS.

AND

46-4-

r

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS:
SOLOMON LUNA, President:
W. S. STRICKLER, V. P. and Cashier; W. J. Johnson,

D. F. MACROLLING,

1

forest

FIRST NATIONAL

Mrs. Alice Coburn Hay-warclairvoyant and business medium, 120
South Arno street. Office hours: 10
to 3 daily. Evenings and Sundays by

appointment

The State National Bank

FALL TERM.
Albuquerque Business College Opens
Monday, September 4, 1905.
Courses Bookkeeping and Penman
ship, Shorthand, Typewriting,
English, Spanish and Mechanical Draw-

ing.
DAY AND

OF ALBUQUERQUE
CAPITAL
DEPOSITS

8ESSION.
For particulars call or address
G. S. RAMSAY, Pres.
R. O. STOLL, Secretary.
Library building, East Railroad
EVENING

ROSA FUTRELLE

Bince the establishment
of our bank. If you are not one of our customers, we should like
an opportunity to show you our superior facilities.

GIDEON,

Teacher of Piano.
Commercial Club building, Albuquerque,

O. N. MARRON, President.
J. B. HERNDON. Cashier.

N. M.

A. McPHERSON, Vice President.
ROY McDONALD, Assistant Cashier.
D.

0
0

ASSAYERS.
CORBET

COLLINS,
United
Deputy
States
Mineral Surveyor.
ASSAYERS.
East side of Plaza, Santa Fe, N. M.
&

Civil and Mining Engineers.

The Standard Plumbing & Heating Co.
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You are Invited to the Cash Buyers' union to attend their Immense
sale of Clothing, Hats, Shoes, Underwear, Blankets, Comforts, Outing
Flannels, Crockery, Enamelware, Tinware, Cutlery, Glassware and Groceries. Special bargains
during fair
week. Cash Buyers' Union Store, 22
North Second Btreet, Wm. Dolde

I. H. COX, Manager.
Iron Pipe, Iron Pipe Fittings, Brass Fittings and Valves, Steam and
Hot Water Heating and Gas Fitting. A full line of bath room fixtures and supplies. Storer Gasoline Engines.
Auto. 'Phone, 671.
412 W. Railroad Ave.
Colo. 'Phone. 234,

0

"OLD RELIABLE"

ESTABLISHED 1878

L. D.

PUTNEY

WHOLESALE GROCER
Flour, Grain and Provisions
Carries the Largest and Most Exclusive Stock of Staple Groceries
In the Southwest

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS

FINE LINE OF HOSIERY
57

$100,000.00
$250,000.00

4

Ue have had a very satisfactory growth

WELCOME

Piff

BANK

"'

MEN'S SHOES FOR FALL

ill

tr.cf,'r

wm. Mcintosh
smninnu i hi a
Civil engineering, surveying and
J. C. BALDRIDGE
A. M. BLACKWELL
drafting.
Q. E. CROMWELL
503 South Third street.
CONTRACTOR & BUILDER.
DEPOSITORY FOR THE ATCHISON, TOPEKA 4 8ANTA FE RAILWAY
De,
A. L. Morgan.
.fl
THE INDEPENDENT CONTRACTOR
AND BUILDER Estimates cheerfully
furnished; Job work eollcted. Automatic
yacht carries thirty-eigh- t
men and 'phone 724; shop 911 North
Second street,
several thousand rifles, with ammuni- - Albuquerque, N. M.
tion, are said to bo on board. It is
PHYSICIANS.
rumored that the enterprise has the
backing of the British government.
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
C. H. Cerwier, M. D., D. O.
Baron de Forest is a peer of the
Osteopathic physician and Burgeon.
Austrian empire, and a naturalized President New Mexico Board
of OsteoBritish subject, as well as an officer pathy.
Officers and Directors.
AH
successfully
in the English army. He married his treated. OfBlcediseases
JOSHUA S. RAYNOLDS
Barnett building.
.
President
beautiful English wife last year.
Hours, 9 to 2 and 2 to 4. Both tele.Vice "Presiden
phones. Sundava by appointment.
FRANK
Cashier
AsVisiant' Cashier
Dr. J. E. Bronson,
.ITa;
WORTH MORE THAN
H. F. RAYNOLDS
Homeopathio Physician.
Director
ALL THE SCENERY Room 1.
Whiting Block.
Fruit shipments from Santa Fe by
U. S. DEPOSITORY.
VETERINARY.
express continue in good shape. The
Dr. Blott. M. R. C. V. S.
Wells-Fargand the Globe Express
surgeon and dentist.
Authorized Capital
Veterinary
companies are doing a better business
$500,000.00
Paid Up Capital, Surplus and Profits
this year thnn ever before in this line. Horses, cattle and hogs treated by
$250,000.00
up
latest,
the
to
date,
approved,
sci
Some of th' Santa Fe and Tesipiue
valley fruit is sent as far east as Chi- entitle methods. O'ice at Trimble's
Depository for Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway Company
cago and St. Louis and gives the best stables. Old 'phone, 3; auto., 122
of satisfaction.
CLAIHVUVANT.

ROPER THING TO DO
WITH THE PRISONERS
The city police of Santa Fe have
he prisoners at the jail at work on
he streets. Lincoln avenue, between
San Francisco street and l'alace ave- ue, on the west side of the plaza, was
put In good condition today. Rocks
nd stones were hauled and placed in
he holes, after which they were cov
ered with dirt taken from the excava- Ions being made for the business
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
lock to be erected at the corner of
Don Gaspar avenue and San Francisco
(H. E. No. 8471.)
street by Judge N. B. Laughlin.
Department of the Interior, Land of- flee at Santa Fe, N. M., Sept. 25,
Are You Engaged?
1905.
Notice Is hereby given that the fol
Engaged people should remember,
that, after marriage, many quarrels lowing named settler has filed notice
can be avoided, by keeping their di- of his intention to make final proof
gestions in good condition with Elec- in support of his claim, and that said
tric Bitters. S. A. Brown, of Bennetts-vllle- , proof will be made before the U. S
S. C, says: "For years my wife court commission at Albuquerque, N
suffered Intensely from dyspepsia, M., on November 4, 1905., viz.: Don'
complicated with a torpid liver, until aciano Valencia, for the southwest
she lost her strength and vigor, and quarter of section 2, township 8 north,
became a mere wreck of her former range 6 east.
He names the following witnesses
self. Then she tried Electric Bitters,
residence
which helped her at once, and finally to prove his continuous
made her entirely well. She is now upon and cultivation of said land, viz.
Jacobo Valencia, of Chilli!. N. M.
stronR and healthy." Ail druggists sell
Jose Mora, of Chilli!, N. M.; Alejan
and guarantee them, at 50 cents a
dro Ronquillo, of Chllill, N. M.; Adam
Lopez, of Clilill, N. M.
Harsh physics react, weaken the
MANUEL R. OTERO.
bowels, cause chronic constipation.
Register.
Doan's Regulets operate easily, tone
-the stomach, cure constipation, 25c. "Mother was lucky"- papa bought a
gas range.
Ask your druggist for them.

rope.

Capital and Surplus

Albuquerque.

M.

Pe-slo-

Tangier, Sept. 29. In spite of care-fully guarded plans, it is believed here
hat the supposed hunting and ex- plorlng expedition, headed by Baron
and Baroness de Fofest, who are on
loard their beautiful yacht Homer, Is:
about to take steps to found an em- plre in the Sahara.
Accompanied by seveial Moors, the
party has arrived at Las Palmas. The
A Tray Full.
near a hole in the fence through
which the yellow dog could escape.
Hut too small for the terrier to crawl
through. I had a hunch that they
were getting ready to spring some kind
yes, that's right, they were
of a trai
lining him on and every time he
chased the two I'd give him a heating.
But he got it into his head that I was
beating him because they escaped and
he d try all the harder to catch them
the next time.
' One day I tied him up near
the
kitchen door, but I made the mistake
of tying him with a rope Instead of a
log chain. My wife and, by the way,
she hated the beast was looking out
an upstairs window and saw the
events of a few minutes later. The
bla-Tom walked boldly Into the
yard, sauntered over to the terrier,
and spat in his face three or four
times. I can Imagine how sore that
dog must have teen. Me simply wept
in anger. Then the Tom called him
a few names, and he cried louder,
All of a sudden he had a bright
thought. He began to chew at the

Bernard 8. Rodey.

RAILROAD AVENUE

ALBUQUERUE, N. M.

0

FT1
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CEMENT SIDEWALKS

We are now prepared to figure on cement walks. We use first class
material and employ competent workmen, which Justifies us in giving you a positive guarantee.
Our prices will compare favorably
with responsible competition.

1

Laughlin Hydraulic Stone Company

4

AUTOMATIC PHONE

STARVING IN ALBUQUERQUE

j

Men and Women Who are in Need
J. H.
O' Riclly and Company's Liberal Offer.

POSTUM
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Natural Bracer

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO

made

HERE ARE A NUMBER OF NE V DESIGNS THAT ARE
Like Finding Money.
WITH THE MEN FOR FALL A ND EARLY WINTER WEAR. THE
Finding health Is like finding money MATERIAL IS SILK Nb LISLE TH HEAD.
so think those who are sick. When
OCOOOOOOOOOOCXXXXXXXXXXX)
you have a cough, cold, sore throat, or
exxxxxx
chest irritation, better act promptly
like W .C. Barber, of Sandy Level, Va.
He says: "I had a terrible chest trouM
ble, caused by smoke and coal dust on
$25 California $25
my lungs; but, after finding no relief
''
In other remedies, I was cured by Dr.
Second Class Colonist Rates
King's New Discovery for ConsumpPresident McCall shouldn't forget tion,
Coughs
Colds."
and
Greatest sale
John L. Sullivan's latest declarat inn :
any cough or lung medicine in the
Sep!.
5 to Oct. 3
"The people have no use for a fat of
world.
At
50
druggists;
ail
cand $1.00;
man."
guaranteed. Trial bottle free.
Aren't you afraid to handle passenStopovers allowed In CaliCheapest dlslnfeciant Is Hahn's Eugers the way you do?" he asked the reka
fornia. For particulars, call
lime. Safe and effective.
street car conductor.
I
I
on
any agent.
"What'd I be afraid of?"
H. S. LUTZ,
"Some day you may speak that way and beaten, in a labor riot, until covJ. J. BYRNE,
Agent.
to the president of the road."
ered with sores, a Chicago street car
G.
P. A., Los Angeles, Cal.
"Say, whut d'you suppose the presi- conductor applied Ducklera Arnica
dent is a fool? When he wants to Salve, and was soon sound nnd well.
pro anywhere he rides in his automo- "I use it In my family," writes O. J.
x xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
bile."
Welch, of Tekonsha, Mich., "and find
If George Ade still has so much it perfect ' Simply Rrc at for cuts and
WILLING HELPERS
be doesn't know how to get rid of it, burns. Only 25 cents at all druggists.
No. 1 LACED CALFSKIN WALKING BOOT.
lie might devote li to backing his last
No. 2
PATENT
comedy.
PROF. THOS CODY KNOCKED OUT LEATHER PUMP. Nos. 3 and 4 I'ATKNT LEATHER WALKING BOOTS.
What's the use of a helper If if
No. D HUNTING BOOT.
No. 0 RLUNG BOOT.
MINER JACK IN THRtt ROUNDS
he isn't willing? Willingness is A Victim of Strategy.
an
ample mantle which will al- "1 was telling you the other day
most cover all the sins of serv- So unevenly matched were a couple
about one of my mules kicking the
ice. But a classified advertise-face almost off my bull. terrier." saW of pugilists, who fought a hummer and
uient In The Evening Citizen is a If
Uie man with the striped shirt, "but tongs fiht at Las Vegps Wednesday
willing helper that is not only if
wiihoui the curtains being,
I didn't tell you about his finish, and night,
absoultely competent, bit also Is
drawn, that one of them was knocked
au inglorious finish it was, too.
a willing worker. It works all if
"Theie wasn't anything en earth iluun and out and unconscious, and1
the time for you. It Is the best
was still hors de combat up until lo
and most economical publicity in
o'clock last night. The fi'ht was nr
of
e the world.
brazi-uii
advertised that Albuquerque
1I I
1
sports
a tenilmg the festit ities were
1
!
A
led to believe that it would be a fake,
Always Successful.
but apparently it was the real thing.
When Indigestion becomes chronic
In explaining the attair the Las Ye- gas Optic says:
There are score of people In Albu- stomach troubles, and will sell It it Is dangerous. Kodol Dyspepsia Cure
will cure indigestion, and all trouble
"While a friendly boxing bout was querque and vicinity who are starv- under an absolute guarantee that it resulting
therefrom, thus preventing
going on before members of tlx- - H m-- I ing In the midst of plenty. This Is costs nothing unless it cureB.
Dr.
catarrh of the stomach.
iiaMum dub last night. Jack Miner,' not because they are in need of food,
One little tablet out of a
of League. W. Va., says: "To
who was boxing with the instructor,! but because they cannot digest the box of Mi u na before meals, and you
those suffering from indigestion or
Thus. Cody, lost his bu,aiice and fell food they eat.
can eat what you like. You will have sour stomach I would
F000 COFFEE
say that there
,
heavily, Mril.ing the back of bis head
Our leading druggists, J. II. O'HIelly no more headaches,
heart- Is no better remedy than Kodol Dysa blow from which he is Buffering' & Co., make, a liberal offer to all burn, or indigestion.
w ill give
pepsia Cure. I have prescribed it for
Contains no stimulant, but the
seriously."
whose stomach Is weak and cannot you pe;fect health and strength.
a number of patients with good sucTo make this lmxing ruse hold gixid, properly digest food. They have re
a
today,
Get
with
box of the tablets
true rebuilding elements
Kodol Dyspepsia Cure digests
l'rof. Thos. Cody had better insert a cently received a large supply of J. H. O Kiellv &. Co's. guarantee to cess."
what you eat and makes the stomach
j professional curd in the Optic.
a remedy for the euro of refund the money if they do not cure. sweet. Soid by
all druggists.

i

Montezuma Trust Co. r
r

i'rompt attention given to all
buxlness pertlnlnn to the profenelon.
Will practice In ai! courts of the territory and before the United Htatea lard
Ortlf

wuz

Willing to Be Surprised.
faaturday is the editor's birthday,
and as we would like very much to
coramemo;ate the same by taking in
a Koodly sum on subscription. Call in
and Bee us, and while you are giving
vs tne proverbial pounding on the
eacR, hit us in the region of our pock
et with a chunk of the coin of our
realnh Antwerp, (Ohio) Bee.

-

N.

If all th" dressmakers

terested in th' Btyles.

EM-

J?

LAWYERS.

Wie.

doctors, th' womct
wouldn't be bo much In

NEW

by mall.

ANYTHING

Word From Jost

CREATE

Dental Surgeon.
Rooms 16 and 16 Grant block, over
the Golden Rule Dry Ooods Company.
Both phones. Appointments mad by
mail.
Edmund J. Alger, U. O, ft.
No. 3U8 Railroad avenue
Office hours
:80 a. m. to u.w p. m.; 1:3 p. m. to 6

p. m. Telephone

1

A

BANK INSTITUTIONS

OR. J. E. KRAFT.

HOSTETTER'S
STOMACH BITTERS

Official Paper of Bernalillo Count)
PhMctatef'

BARON DE FOREST BACKED
PIRE IN SAHARA.

CARDS

DNTISTsT

TO PLANT BRITISH FLAG

SEPT. 29, 1905.

FRIDAY

PROFESSIONAL

WANT HEALTH? WANTS ANOTHER SPOT

Pakllb4 Dally
Weekly ky
In the first place, the stomach must
niafle strong so Hint the fond w
Citizen Publish! ag Company In
lie properly
iliuested. t hi? bowc
t FmIoAm

CITIZEN

KVKN1NG

Nearly twice the amount of light for the
same amount of money, under
the new schedule.

I

:

.

J

0

bee the Light Man, Fourth and Gold Ave.
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ST. MICHAEL'S COLLEGE
SANTA

FE, N.

M.

New-broug-

THE

FORTY-SEVENT-

H

YEAR BEGINS SEPT. 4,

'05

back-achts-

a

BRO. BOTULPH,

.PRESIDENT

FRIDAY, SEPT. 29,

ALBUQUEHOUE EVENING ClTlZKtu

1905.

PAOC THREV

$2,000,000 Worth of Building Improvements Since January

1st, 19QS

Greater Albuquerque The

Queen City of the Southwest. Estimated Population in
191040,000. The same Chance Early Buyers had in Denver, Los Angeles, Seattle, Etc.

ISO Beautiful

SO-Fo-

Residence Lots in the Eastern Addition Highlands R

ot

Above the City SmokeLevel, and Suitable for Immediate Building Purposes
I

Q1QO' B1SO. Q2QO A LOT
$4.00 per month.

01 0 Down, Balance Payable &1.QO

per week or

Perfect Abstract of Title With Every Sale

SURETY INVESTMENT COMPANY
W. H.

Greer, Pres.

ooooooooo
0
0

Solomon Luna,

constructing and operating an aerial
railway along the beach is being worked out and if considered feasible, L.
A. Grosse will establish it as soon as
the details can be arranged.
The plan is to build a line between
Cars
this beach and Ixis Angeles.
"ill be run all night and at frequent
railThe
during
day.
Intervals
the
way will connect Santa Monica, Ocean
farx, Venice and piaya del Key. ana
will follow as straight a course Inland
to Los Angeles as can be secured by
a right of way.
Mr. Grosse is the possessor of fifteen patents from the government,
covering inventions concerning aerial
His plan is to
trolley transportation.
run the cars on a single rail suspended several feet above the earth. The
tiack will be elevated on poles. He
has secured from the government permission to operate hi line along the
coast and now has only to secure a
franchise from the city and then to
organize a company to finance the
proposition. No move has yet been
made to secure a franchise.

and good furniture are synonymous. While we make
EMMONS of medium and high grade furniture we also carry
a line of cheap furniture, and are In a position to cater to all
tastes and pocketbooks. We can sell you a cook stove for $7 or
$70; we can sell you a bed for $2.75 or $40; a chair for 60 cents
or $25; a rocker for $1.50 or $30; a dresser for $6 or $C3; a table
for $1 or $40; a mattress for $1 or $8. Other articles too numerous to mention, but if you wm call around we will take pleasure
in showing you. "GET THE HABIT."

M, W. Flournoy, Sec.

V-Pr- es.

D. K. B.

D. EMMONS

oooooocoo

JiFI

Evening Citizen Wants!
i

flakloe

One Cent Per Word for Each Inert1on
T linn proper claulf Icatioa Mi for this damn mitt be la the office before 3 e'ckxfc
p.m. Ads p hosed receive the nine careful attenttoa that is f Wea to aoi brought to office.

,"",WS
WANTED

SALESMEN

For

tvm

salesmen

really

th

t

earning from il.000 to l.ooo annually, simply telling to
Urge and well known manufacturer a
dealers fur
well advertised Maple. To anyucceru Mlemn wno
a
is now gelling a general line- and who can handle
profitable and attractive aid line, an excellent proposialso
be
made
will
tion

(Inc.), Brain Brokers
HAPCOOOS
917 Chemical building. St. Louis

Railroad Topi

Pllsnor Boor

Co Loan
Money
Furniture, Pianos, Organs, Horses,

It what we are doing wMh every
one who teat. Ita aUltoioua flaon
also
Wagons and other Chattels;
vor and atrengthantrtg naltMaa.
SALARIES AMD WAREHOUSE REThere Is no warm weather bevhigh
aa
as
and
$10.00
CEIPTS, as low
erage that oan compare wtth
quickly
made
as $200.00. Loans are
refreshing drink en a warm
this
One
Time:
private.
and strictly
day.. It la not only oieaaant to
reGoods
given.
year
one
month to
taste, but la Invigorating and
main In your possession. Our rates
wholeeeme. $3 per caee of two
beus
see
and
Call
are reasonable.
dozen quartos; $2 per case of
fore borrowing.
two doaen pints.
CO.,
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN
&.
Steamship tickets to and rrom all
parts of the world.
Auto. Phone 292.
ASK FOR DIAMOND ICE.
Colo. Phono 93
Rooms 3 and 4, Grant Bldg.
315 West Railroad Ave.
PRIVATE OFFICES.
Open Evenings.
v Auto nhone. 316. Bell nhone. 115. Residence Auto phone, No. 299
WANTED.
Am
Fair week Is coming. We want all
Director mntt Kmlnlmer
kinds of help positions paying good
Hearse,
Black or White
$5.00.
Commercial Club Building.
salary.
CITY UNDERTAKER.
Two waiters, z gooo cmh, i wuh.' hnuaeAfork. 2 chamberQ
O O O O O O
maids, 3 men to take care of horses,logmen, teamsters, swampers, labora
flrst-ciaeera, etc., for camp wop;
blacksmith, brldgemen, bridge
bridge helpers, 1 first-clasplaner, 1 good yard man for ium"er
man o take are
camp. FIrst-cias- s
of stock In dry goods store; boy to
run errands and Jearn dry goods busiVISIBLE TYPEWRITERS
ness. Better positions on record now
than ever offered before.
We are agents for Camp Blrnle resort. Call for Information.
The beet machine In the
EMPLOY
THE SOUTHWESTERN
world. Tale la no experiMENT AGENCY
ment, but baa been testPhone 195 Red Upstairs
ed and - tried, and aaa
110 South second Street
If yoa
200,000 In use.
Worthless.
Numerous and
Interested Mv typewriEverything Is in the name when It
ters call or addreas
comes to Witch Hazel Salve. E. C. De
discovered
Chicago,
&
Co., of
Witt
GEO. S, RAMSEY
some years ago how to make a salve
from Witch Hazel that is a specific
401 W. R. R. Ave.
for piles. For blind, bleeding, Itching
General Agent for
and protruding piles, eczema, cuts,
New Mexico
burns, bruises and ail skin diseases
De Witt's Salve has no equal. This
has given rise to numerous worthless
counterfeits.
Ask for De Witt's the
genuine. Bold by all druggists.
Finest WtilsMss
The territorial fair Is comln';
You'll see who keeps things rollln
on

Southwestern Brewery
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UNDERWOOD
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1.400-poun-

d

j

j

The St.

.J. C. BALDRIDGE
NATIVE AND CHICAGO LUMBER

;

PAINT
n
Covers more, looks best
longest, most economical, full
measure.

SHERMAN-WILLIAM-

trip

FIRST STREET AND COAL AVE.

Always
Oement,
Paint, Glass, Sash Doors, etc.
ALBUQUERQUE. N. M.

BUILDING;

PAPER

HOLLENBECK HOTEL

j

A. C.

Super-intmior-

JNO. S. MITCHELL.

BILICKE.

LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA.
EXCELLENT ACCOMMODATIONS.
CENTRAL IiOCATION.

1

SPLENDID RESTAURANT.
REASONABLE PRICES.
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED.
New Mexicans and Arizonlans spending the summer on the beaches
are welcome to the use of our Ladies' parlors and Gentlemen's waiting
rooms. Meet your friends there. Information and writing materials
fiee. LadleB and children welcome.
All Depot cars stop at the Hollenbeck.
Electric excursion aad
beach cars pass the 4or.
HEADQUARTERS FOR NEW MEXICANS AND ARIZONIANS.

Albuquerque

Foundry and

Machine Works 0

f.

q

R.
HALL, Proprietor
Iron and Brass Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Cars; Shaftings,
Pulleys, Grade Bars, Babbit Metal; Columns and Iron Front for
Buildings.
Ropmlra on Mining and Mill Machinery m Bpoclalty
Albuquerque, N. K.
Foundry east side of railroad track.

0000'0000'00'000
CO.

0
0
0

RIO GRANDE LUMBER
Qrnrral Building Supplies

SCREEN DOORS
Third and Marquette

Both Phones

e

KILLthi COUCH

Dr. King's
Now Discovery

SAMPLE AND
CLUB ROOMS

120 Weit Railroad Arrntse

..

inspection

WlD8S,Brand!8S,Ets.

JOSEPH BARNETT, Prop.

.

santa fe Officials

lee Company

"
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WIVH OVA

WANTED.
WANTED Boy with wheel. 206 West
Silver avenue.
A seamstress at ouce. Ap- WANTED
2d
St.
and
Co.,
Ave.
Coal
Corner
to
Futrelle Furniture
Successor
ply 513 West Copper.
WANTFJJ rhree painters, highest
wages. C. A. Hudson.
WANTED Roomers and uonrders.
417 West Silver avenue.
WANTED
At once, a competent girl
RETIRING AGENT MULLEN
for general housework. Apply 623
WAS CHARMED RECENTLY.
Keleher avenue.
J. B. Mullen was last evening pre- WAN i'EU
Gentlemen's second-hancharm
gold
watch
a
beautiful
sented
clothing. No. 515 South First street,
emyard
office
and
of
on behalf
the
south of viaduct. Send address and
Mexican boy at he did not know, but he wa3 confident ployes at the local Santa Fe station
A fifteen-year-olwill call. R. J. Sweeney, proprietor.
the
in
shown
them
his kindness
Trinidad put ties on the track of the some operator along the line would for
WANTED
Position as Housekeeper
the
many
years
down
held
that he
Colorado Southern, "just to see how hear it and get the word to where re- position
in hotel, public institution or widof agent,
lief could be secured.
hard the engine would bump thorn."
ower's family, or any position of
Yardmaster Tom Rose made the
And the message was heard. In
trust by an experienced lady. S. H.,
In a two mile stretch of track near less than five minutes after a relief presentation speech, telling how every
Citizen office.
Sealbrook, Texas, the Southern Pa- train was on the road with surgeons man was sorry to see him go,
and finally ended by wishing him
FOR RENT
cific is experimenting with ties in or- for the scene of trouble.
The story of Julian's presence of prosperity wherever the journey of FOR RENT
der to find out the kind which will
safe. Apply
assuring
that
him
last the longest. Five different kinus mind is told by John T. Elkins, neph life might take him,
to F. F. Trotter.
wishes
are In use. Some nave ueen treated ew of Senator Stephen si. fcUklns, ol he would always have the best
'OR KENT Two furnished rooms
of every man In the shops.
.
by all the different known methods West Virginia.
light housekeeping. Inquire at
find
hardly
the for
Mr. Mullen could
and some are not treated. The samej Mr. Julian is ticket clerk In the
300 North Broadway.
express
he
feelings,
his
but
road on the same track Is making Union station of the Southern Pacific words to
he would al FOR RENT Nice room, everything
trial of a new kind of spike, which is and Salt Lake, in this city, and is a assured every one thatdays
new and pleasant. 415 North Seche spent
much used in Europe, and is screwed thorough railroad man, and nis many ways remember the
ond street.
gratified to among the boys of the Santa Fe.
of being driven.
here
much
friends
are
Into the tie instead
m
m
m
A hearty handshake for all ronowea FOR KENT Furnished rooms by the
hear of his heroic act. Daily Sun.
TRINIDAD DISPATCHER
after which the world seemed better week or month at 624 West Tijeras
avenue.
MUDGE'S SUCCESSOR. BRYAN PATS ROOSEVELT AND
and brighter for all. San Bernardino
SAYS: "STAND BY YOUR GUNS" Index.
FOR RENT Two large store rooms,
The appointment of trainmaster of
centrally located. Inquire 312 West
W. J. Bryan has written another letthe Denver road to succeed B. W.
Mudge, who resigned sometime since ter to President Roosevelt which was SOME CHOICE TABLE
Lead avenue.
BY
TRAINMEN.
TALK
He
to accept service with another sys- made public Wednesday night.
FOR RENT A Butte of three rooms,
According
Talk,
a
to Town
San
very deslreable for party of young
tem, was made known Wednesday by says in part:
men. 713 West Copper.
"To President Roosevelt: Permit a Francisco publication, water front and
General superintendent George F. Cotter of the Denver road. J. H. Riegel, parting word. You have the contest Barbara coast waiters could enrich
FOR RENT Most desirable rooms
who has been acting as chief train of your life before you, and I desire to their unique vocabularies to some ex- In city, single or enaulte, with table
godispatcher of the Colorado & South- render you all the assistance in my tent if they visited several of the
board. 713 West Copper.
shops
where train
hash
ern at Trinidad, Colo., has received power. You have asked congress to
RENT Two large, nicely fur
FOR
onslaughts
between trips make
the appointment, with headquarters at enact a law so enlarging the powers crews
nished front rooms, for housekeep
output. The
commerce commis- upon the chow-choChildress.
interstate
of
the
ing. 406 North Arno street.
a a .
sion as to permit It to fix and enforce names they bestow upon the various
Suit has been filed by the Atchison, a reasonable freight rate, and the rail- edibles that are "shoveled" into the FOR RENT Two elegant rooms, suit
then:
able for man and wife. 415 North
Topeka & Santa Fe railway in the dis- road lobby was strong enough to stop "round house" carry the true color of
Second street. Board If preferred. All baulln, sprinklln' will be done
trict court of Wellington, Kan., in the senate the bill passed by the their craft. The dining tables are the
By the Albuquerque Transrer men.
against the board of county commis- house. The railroad magnates expect "freight dumps" and the waiter girls FOR RENT Two nicely furnished
o
Insioners, C. B. Macdonald, as county to block the passage of the bill again. are "yard engines." Ham and eggs
rooms for light housekeeping.
Got Off Cheap.
clerk, and T. A. Hubbard as county Stand by your guns. You have devel- are never head by any other name
quire of Mrs. J. C. Martin, 501 North
may
think,
he has got off
He
well
treasurer. In this suit the Santa Fe oped a reform element In the republi- than "ballast," and butter is a "maniSecond B.treet.
contracted
having
cheap,
who,
after
1.
per
6
e., perishable
article. FOR RENT Apartments
seeks to recover $472.50, with
in Park constipation or Indigestion Is still able
can party. You must lead it or suffer fest sun,"
cent Interest, from December 20, 1903, the humiliation of seeing the leader- Shoving along the sugar Is "sandView terrace, eight rooms each; to perfectly restore his health. Noth
ing the right of way;" dealing with
and also $311.10, with 6 per cent in ship pass to some one else.
H. ing ...111
lv
K nir-- "
l
modern equipment throughout.
fh
buiqa
will
terest from December 20, 1904. It "Go forward. You owe it to yourself; tough Bteak Is "losing your overtime."
H. Tilton, room 19. Grant block.
quick,
pleasant
and cer-- 1
A
Pills.
Life
claims to have paid these amounts in you owe it to your party, and more "Commuters" are the roustabouts who FOR RENT Two pleasant rooms for tain cure for headache, constipation,
per.
The
get a twenty meal ticket
excess of what it should have been than all you owe it to your country.
light housekeeping, with electric etc., 25c at ail druggists; guaranteed.
charged for taxes the years menman with the Katzenjammer look,
"W. J. BRYAN."
lights. Inquire of Mrs. H. E. Ruth'
who is satisfied with coffee alone for
tioned.
Have your float built and algn work
erford, corner Broadway & Iron,
breakfast, was on the "pipe line from
same block Congregational church, done by Stacy & Co., the only union
PASSENGER AGENTS TO
Milbrae," and pie Is an "easy run
RENT Two large store rooms sign writers in town. Outer's old
MEET IN MEXICO CITY.
The latest gem was sprung last week i'OR
on
ware
house and twelve living rooms, stand. Auto phone, 454; Colorado
to
the
all
sent
been
have
Notices
called to a girl
when a switchman
suitable
for hotel purposes, with phone, 52.
passenger and ticket agents throughbringing in a plate of hot cakes:
large yard In rear and all necesA special train of three cars, bear- - "Hey, kick that string of flats down
out the country, of the annual meet
See the window display of the Rio
Everything
new Grande
sary outhouses.
ing ofHhe American Association of ing General Manager Hurley, of the tills siding."
Woolen Mills at the Globe
and modern. Mrs. Brault, corner of Btore, then ask for those $3.50 walkgeneral passenger and ticket agents, Santa Fe, of Topeka; General
Broadway and Marquette avenue.
Tf .1 Pari-M,phnnipMi Su G. A. R. ATTENDANCE
which will be held in the city of Mexing skirts.
FOOTED UP 150,000
ico on Oieober 17. A special train hus perintendent C. M Taylor, of La Jun-FOR SALE.
ESMERALDA
FOR WM. JENKS'
transportation
M.
Consulting
Engineer
the
provided
A
F.
been
for
ta;
llisbee.
Bets on the attendance at the O.
FOR SALE A fine piano, reas inable; HIGH CLASS FRUIT, GREEN LAPassenger
of the delegates, and it will leave St. Assistant
and Freight R. encampment ranging from 25.0iHt
apply at this office.
BEL, GO TO A. J. MALOY AND JAFAgent F. B. Houghton, District Freight to 15u,0uu have been referred to Gen
Louis on October 14.
SALE OR RENT Ranch of 160 FA GROCERY CO.
On the meeting, the Denver News and Passenger Agent W. R. Brown, eral George W. Cook, chairman of the rUK
alfalfa,
mhouse,
acres;
orch
says: Practically all of the Coloiado Trainmaster W. W. McCormick, and executive committee, for an official de
Accidents will happen, but the best
ard. all irrigable; will sell all or
trains will lie represented at the meet- Win. Colllson, stenographer for Mr. cision, says the Denver News.
part. Box 46, city.
regulated families keep Dr. Thomas'
ing, Including the Moffat road, which Hurley and W. S. Le Barron, stenoprove
To satisfy the public and to
Furniture and household Electric Oil for such emergencies. It
will be. taken into the association at grapher for Mr. Parker, arrived in the the correctness of his own estimate FOR SALE four-roogoods
a
house. Inquire subdue-- the pain and heals the hurts.
of
is
meeting.
It
1
the
forthcoming
evening
city
east.
late last
from the
the
of 25.UOO, General Cook addressed let
street.
1015
Fouith
North
any
kind
of
a
morning
party
The
for
left this
first railway association
"Dilp, drip, drip, oil everywhere"
ters to the general passenger agents
that Colorado's newest railway has trip over the Rio Grande division and auditors on the lines in the West FOR SALE Handsome of furniture,or better cook with safe gas.
four
residence
for
suitable
traffic
On
the
days.
Joins,
require
F.
several
joined, and W.
Replies
which will
ern Passenger association.
five rooms. For particulars, call at
manager of the road, will represent it this trip a thorough Inspection will be from all except the Missouri Pacific
MERCHANT TAILORING
The Citizen office.
now
under
Improvements
meeting.
made of the
at the
show that 104, S4o passengers were degasoline
style,
stove,
ing
in
way
travel
on
delegates
SALE
will
neat
the south end. Other than this livered in Denver on Grand Army FOR
The
WEST
stove, refrigerator, book case ana UPSTAIRS, OVER NO. 209
as the special train which will carry it is not beiieved that the present trip rales.
AVENUE, O. BAM
RAILROAD
ever
signifiany
respect
special
of
finest
officials
the
sideboard. Inquire 709 West Gold
has
Owing to the rivalry of the
them will be one of the
BINI, PROPRIETOR.
avenue.
ive roads, agents requested that their
hauled out of St. Umis. There la no cance.
individual business be withheld, so FOR SALE A gentle family driving
business of any great importance to HARRIMAN
My
merchant tailoring rhop Is up- OWNS THE
come before the meeting but considGeneral Cook feels at liberty to use
horse, with harness and buggy; or stairs over No. 209 West Railroad ave- WELLS-FARGEXPRESS.
dispoed
of.
will
gross
be
figures. The valldat
only the
separate. For particulars see Rev duo, wuere 1 buiicii mu imiiuuase ui
erable routine work
A telegram from Portland, Ore., re- lug offices report 72,000 validations at
Soille, 224 South Walter street.
the public. All work guaranteed first- cently said that in a suit filed for Denver, Colorado Springs and Pueblo,
PRESENCE OF MIND THAT
NEEDS MONEY $500 will class, as I have had fifteen years exSAVED MUCH SUFFERING. commission against a real estate firm but as these did not Include the busl OWNER
buv $1,000 equity in a nine room perience In the business. Suits made
A San Bernardino boy. K. S. Julian, for the sale of a lot to Wells, Fargo ness originating at stations In Kansas,
frame house. In the Highlands, lot to order. Clothes cleaned, pressed and
is the hero of the awful Southern Pa- & company, for the erection of a sky- Nebraska. Indian Territory and Okla100x142. east front; shade and fruit repaired. The specific I use will not
cific wreck at Reno, Nevada, this scraper in Portland, it was Incident- homa, which was estimated at 50 per
trees, barn and chicken house. Best Injure the cloth. Indies' garments
week, jor it is he, who, liy rare pres- ally brought out that Haniman con- cent additional, it is safe to say that
street In town. This la a bargain, also cleaned and walking skirts made
ence of mind, caused the relief to trols the express company. W. W. the attendance was not less than 150,- to order. Give me a trial.
Address P. O. B. 114. city.
come to ihe wrecked train quickly.
Cotton and William D. Fenton, attor- Ooo.
O. BAMBINI.
Owing to en
Engine.
FOR
SALE
Press dispatches from Reno speak neys for the railroad, admitted on the
104,845
In addition to the total of
larglng our power plant we offer for
in high teinis of the work of Julian In stand that the railroad had an inter- reported by the Burlington, Union Pa
Subscribe for The Evening Cltlien.
power, ZK5
sale one 8x12,
getting news to the outside world of est in the express corporation.
cific, Rock Island and Santa Fe, four
Buckeye automatic cut
revolution
be
was
in
tne
also
the wreck, so that relief could exintroduced
leading
Lndenee
of the
western trunk lines, the
off engine, for $250. Can be seen in
sent. It was a case where Julian's
form of letters fiom Julius Krutt business originating in Colorado. Newoperation at our mill. It Is an expert knowledge of telegraphy prob- schnitt directing the Investment for a Mexico, Idaho, Montana, Washington
AND CURE THE
cellent machine. The John Becker
LUNGS
ably saved many lives.
building site for the new building and Wyoming is not counted.
company. Belen. N- - M.
Immediately after the wreck, while which is to be occupied by Wells, Farhandled
The Missouri Pacific also
WITH
the wounded and dying were being go &. company, the Southern Pacific twenty-fivspecial trains, which are There are other WRITING IN SIGHT
dug out of the wreckage, Julian, with and the Oregon Railway & Navigation not Included in the number reported
TYPEWRITERS,
rare presence of mind, climbed t'iie company. Several lots, with prices,
Local Incoming business of the Coin' But the L. C. SMITH BROS, by FAR
nearest telegraph liole and with bii were submitted, hut some of the of- rado & Southern, the Denver & IU excels them all. Then It has a TABpen knife cut the telegraph wire. The fers were thought to be too high for Grande and Midland should be add
ULATOR and MIMEOGRAPH attachwas the llarriman interests directing the to make up anything like an approxi ment, without extra charge.
telegraph
instrument
nearest
0NSUMPTI0N
Pries
more than ten miles away.
purchase
for Wells, Fargo & com- ma'e total.
50c $100
solicited. N. W. Alger, FORC OUGHSand
Dropping t lie ends of the wires to pany.
0L0S
Free Trial.
general agent, 124 South Walter St.
A healthy man Is a kins in his own
the ground he made his way down the
ritht; an unhealthy man Is an unBarest and Uuickrst Cure for ell
pole and picking up the ends of the AN AERIAL BEACH RAILWAY
IVES, THE FLORIST.
THROAT and LUNO TROUBTO RUN ON ONE RAIL happy slave. Burdock Blood Bitters
wires tapped off the words, "Wreck,
Flowers.
Cut
Fresh
A recent telegram from Santa MonLES, or MONE1 BACK.
hiiiMs up sound health keeps you
wreck, wreck." This he did three
Citizen ads bring rjsults.
times, sending the message to where ica is to the effect that the plan of well.

J.

M

Sellers, Mgr.

0

o o

O
QUICKEL

&

BOTHE,

O

Proprietor

0

0

BAR AND CLUB ROOMS

0

0

FINE RESTAURANT IN CONNECTION. Finest Whiskies, Imported
and Domestic Wines and Cognac. The coolest and highest grade of
lager served. Finest and best llinpoited and Domestic Cigars.

0

0

0

Citzen Want Ads Bring The Bist Results
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TELEGRAMS OF LAST
NIGHT BOILED DOWN

0

THE PILLOWY MOUNTAINS

Thou. S. Buc kii. t, fourth vice presi
Published lteily aud Weekly
of the New ork I. lie, snowed
A. H. Folwell
dent
W. T. McCREIGHT
W. 8. 6TRICKLER
that much mon y was spent as bonusItusineHs Manager
es to Induce uveitis of other companPresident
ies to come to their company, tho
"Have you been to the Pillowy mountains,
money
so used In the town of Buffalo,
In the Country of
N. Y., alone, ii. H"'- -. amounting to
I asked of a shy lltt!
tcllow.
Cood Journalism romps high in Oermany, according
$18,000. Sueh amounts were carried
Ho replied with a shake of hu head.
on the books ;i "commuting renewal
to Poullnoy Higolow in the Argonaut. Ordinary editors
vigorous
head.
ids
of
A
shake
premiums. KmkuiT was questioned
are not expensive. You ran hire them for ordinary wap's.
store will be closed Friday at
most of the t:t moon concerning the
Jlut an editor who Is willing to spend part of his time in
business.
I am certain," said l, "you're mistaken,
"Oh,
higher
company's
for.
much
conu-higher
jail for tolling the truth
A congressional junketing party, acFor I'm sure l have noticed you there;
annually. The editor who is brave enough to voice pub6 o'clock p. m. and remain closed
bv ladies, visited Mare Islcompanied
nightgown
in
even
a
me
think
You
were
dressed let
lic opinion In Germany takes a sport Ins chance
yesterday,
arrivyard
nuy
Cal.,
and,
s,
everywhere--YiAnd were c,amo;in.;
with lawyers at his elbows, lligelow tells about Ludwlg
ing on the torpedo destroyer Preble.
claiiiTlng e ervwhi r
until
6 o'clock p. m.
Thoma, the famous editor of "Simpllcimus." the newspaThey were gu sts of Rear Admiral
police.
per whoso sale Is prohibited by the
McCall, lunched with him, and were
"Yh;-aims,
Pillowy
nioun:
a'.d stimuli nr.' th"
shown over the yards and through the
"What are you doing?" quoth I.
And beneath is a marvelous cave,
ship Hennincton and the Russian in"doing to Jail.' answers he, with serenity.
terned cruiser Lena.
Which explorers and traveleis enter
"What for?' quoth I.
If the king of Sweden does not acanswer."
When they're feeling especia.ly brave
'"Liese Majeste,' was his
cept
the throne of Norway for one of
Fine Clothing and Furnishings
sentipublic
brave.
t'nusually
plucky
and
Simpllclmus has been voicing German
his family, the crown will be offered
closp
policy
of
emperor's
against
the
protests
ment which
to, and accepted by, Prince Charles of
"As for you, sir, you entered It boldly,
union with Russia. The people of Germany hate the
Denmark.
your
I
was
feet;
personal
see
could
all
enemy
of
Until
Kansas In the last ten years has
cxar's government because it is the
yon
burrowed
Squarely under the mountain
added, net, to tier population 29,h84,
liberty. They do not like William's tokens of kindness
To the iong, level plain of Sheet
making her number of people last
and alignment with the czar. Anil bo the editor of
March, 1,54:'..MX.
The wide open plain of Sheet.
voices the German protest and goes to jail for
The grounds on which the meat
it.
packers at Chicago seek to evade the
"Then thud went the Pillowy mountains.
William doubtless appreciates Napeoleon's saying
penalty of their wrong doing are altoThe oddest thing ever seen before"
that "Four hostile newspapers are more to be feared
gether technical, such as that the
laughed
sly
me,
feliow,
was
Ht'.le
"It
the
bayontes."
grand Jury was not publicly drawn,
than ten thousand
"'Cause I kicked 'em all three on the floor!"
But can he (stifle the public voice by sending editors
that 'defendants were not permitted to
0
anything
Can you guess what he kicked on the floor?
challenge the grand Jurors, and that
to Jail? In this country tho editor may print
the
officials
the
not
Is
had
government
majeste
here
the
only
lese
The
that is not libelous.
right to produce before the grand Jury
lietraycl of the people's Interest. And even then it Is not
transcripts of evidence previously
punishable, save by public opinion. Special interests
heard by them.
OF WORKmay bribe or control some of the newspapers, but truth
At Kaw City, Ok'.a., a man was eggpress.
THE CELEBRATED
a
free
country
of
In
this
premium
a
telllnp .s at
ed by a mob. Dr. Irwin, a prominent
upon
editors
Who takes pride In her bread and
ever
Inflict
we
ING PEOPLE IN GHENT
About the only punishment
physician, condemned the action; Alcake making knows the pleasure and
pha Mann, a merchant, approved of
here Is occasionally to send them to congress.
It. A quarrel ensued, and the doctor
satisfaction to be had by the use of
shot and killed the merchant, subseEmpress mills flour. She knows her
In Ghent, says a writer In Everybody's Magazine, quently making his escape.
bread will be the whitest, sweetest,
In the agreement between France
There may have been appointed, as we have been the workingmen have perfected an organization which
conmost
be
nutritious and healthful, and her
on
Moroccan
Germany
the
shall
world
and
the
which
day
in
a
taught from childhood,
forecasts if It does not wholly realize the future. Un ference, both governments make concakes, pies and pastry dainty, delicate
judged in righteousness. But that does not destroy the
questionably a social transformation is going on every cessions, both claim to be well pleasand light.
Xact that any day may be a day of judgment.
ed, and the rest of Europe Is delight
Bottled in Bond.
Any day the strain of trial may be put to us. When where. Behind the great aggregations of capital on one ed
war
has
possible
cloud
the
that
the clock of time strikes, says Carlyle, the man and the hand and of labor on the other the discerning man may rolled by.
M. BERGER
1iour appear. But sometimes the hour comes and the make out the vague shadow of a new organization of
After examining, yesterday, the re114 Wont ("YtrtnAr A ronua
Sometimes the clock of time strikes
works on Sacramento river
clamation
man disappears.
In fifty years, say In a hundred years a prophet the Taft party left last night for WashDistillers,
and the man is weak. The day of judgment calls to the
not
be precise the conditions of labor will have ington, a special baggage car being re- need
strong.
FRANKFORT, KY.
col
presents
i
and
grave
curios
quired
for
the
changed.
Lincoln stood by his mother's
When the
lected in the far east.
ragged, hatless, miserable when his sweetheart died,
Now to visit Ghent, is to visit one of these cities of
2
Hungarian affairs are unsatisfac
OLD
he
know
not
did
Douglasc,
he
by
was
beaten
when he
workingmen there sooner than the rest tory, the differences between socialist- EAKIN
&
MELINI
The
future.
the
greatness.
for
was on trial, that he was being chastened
and the coalitionists wnl
CARRIAGES, BUGGIES and
of us have broken with the past and effaced the old democrats
Sole Agents.
probably pre vent any concessions to
But those days were the days of Judgment.
HARSPRING WAGONS,
N.
Albuquerque,
M.
We do not know when our day of trial will come. It traditions of labor. They have created, if not the city the nation bv the emperor king.
NESS and SADDLES, at
wm
""-ie
report
'o-Fnuu
In
neither
r"
street
Wall
did.
For
we
steal
if
Ms
The
our
fellows
199.
Automatic Phone,
of the future, at all events a'tolerablo preparation for it.
would not be fair to
MONEY
SAiNG PRICES.
oped In The C tizen last evening is thus
Everybody welcome to look
do we know their hour of strain. Any day some great
in
paid
spinners
weavers
laborers
worst
and
the
These
a
negotiated
&
Co.
xplained:
Pearl
sorrow
through our threi-floo- r
portunity may come to us. Any day some great
loan for $ ",1111,1100 from the Na
"Vooruit," one-damay crush us. Any day some great temptation may be- the world banded themselves into a society.
ns
eo.latbank,
depositing
City
tional
tKXXXXXXXX)COCOOCCXDCOOCXDOO
set us. When the great opportunity comes, shall we be they call it, which la as though one said "En avant!" or ral securities valued at Jiicomio. (in
O. DINSDALE
J. KORBER & CO.,
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GLANCE AT MEXICO

According to the message of President Dia, sent
to the Mexican congress September 16, Mexico bag
kilometers of railways. There have been 236 kilometers added recently, the Chihuahua & Peclfic 87 and
the Orient 50, both in Chihuahua, being the greatest.
railway is grading and has twenty
The
kilometers of track laid.
of a mile.
A kilometer is .621, or nearly
The postal department handled during the last half
year 97,000,0(10 pieces, tho earnings were$3, 200,000 for the
year. Interior postal drafts were $4.").8nii.imo and international drafts $1.4Sit,0b0. The federal telegraph liges have
been increased 1,200 kilometers.
The revenue for the fiscal year l'J'U 5 amounted to
more than $'.10,00(1,11110, barring rectifications that may be
incidental to the final concentration and auditing of the
accounts. This truly gratifying total constitutes a ga.n
in federal revenue of at least three million pesos as compared with the preceding fiscal year. The amount of expenditure falls considerably short of the amount of revenue and it may be affirmed that the surplus will not
prove the least of those that have been secured in the
past ten years
16,-86- 6

two-third- s

Dealers are getting around the Oklahoma law
against selling or giving away cigarettes, by sending the
papers to consumers through the mails and shipping to
them tobacco by express. This brings up me quenwuu
,f i.slnif the mails to violate a state or territory law. An
league of Okla
effort is to be made by tho
against these
issued
order
fraud
postal
get
a
homa to
dealers in cigarette material and this will bring the issue
up to ttie courts.
e

Rural mail delivery, considered impossible a tew
years ago is now in full operation throughout the coun
try. Albuquerque shou.d husile to get her share.
that
to lo-make a a u.ii:i f
dot
in playing poker.
Frank Eddy

curious bow much worst-I- t
money in biisiyess than It

it is

note s

e

Gown of Beetles' Wings.
Many a women is quite content

pictures and even her husband chosen for her, but when
it comes to the selection of a gown, even such a one
rises up and asserts herself. Lady Curzon Is an exam
pie of Just the opposite. Recipient of a veritable wonder
gown a present with the choosing of which she had
naught to do, she has found double pleasure in It. It has
satisfied her exacting faucy to the full, and has caused
a stir in blaze London.
lc was sent to her by an Indian rajah and is com
posed of 15.000 wing cases of Indian beetles. They are
sewn upon a silken robe, and lend a shimmering irrides
cence to the flowing folds of the garment. No wonder
she describes it as a dream, for its coloring and texture
is almost as elusive as the fabrics that dreams are made
of.

7

Compliment.
The late tieu. Benjamin
Duller told the following
on himself.
.Several years after the war the general had occa
sum to iii deorgla. and from a town on tho railroad
took a
ramshackle vehicle, driven by a typical southern darkey, for his place of destination.
The general entered into conversation with the driver, and learned that he was one of eleven boys, and that
be had a twill brother, lie asked the driver his name.
"Abraham Lincoln lSackus," was the answer.
"A fine, uol.le name," said the general.
The driver was quiet a moment, then suddenly said:
"What yo' think dat twin brudder's name in?"
"I have 110 idea,-- ' said the general.
"His name is Uetijaniin F. llutler Mai kus "
The general appreciated the compliment, ami was
thinking it over when the driver added: "lions, I was
always glad dat I was Uu u f um ." liostoii lie raid.
two-seate-

PENINSULAR RANGE

Best at youi

In dollsrs and cents they cost no more. In quality they are
better than
superior. In durability t hey last longer. One-thirany othsr. You are most cordially Invited to examine our new
line.

grocer's; moneyback.

d

Prices
JEMEZ HOT

SPRINGS

States mail;
only line with a change of stock en
route; good rigs, horses and drivers;
rig leaves Albuquerque every Monday,
Wednesday and Friday at 5 a. m. For
particulars, address W. L. Trimble &
Co., agents, Albuquerque, N. M., or J.
U. ULOCK, Proprietor, Ferea, N. M.
GO TO

THE ALBUQUERQUE

PLAN-

ING MILL

When you want any mill work done.
Wo don't keep you waiting. We get
out your work promptly. Our motto:
"No work, no pay we all work."

PRIZE FIGHT
ENDS IN DEATH

In

Plain Figures $30 and Up

Old stoves

STAGE LINE

THE McBRAIN

Carries tho United

'.1

Nearly every woman who has beheld the marvel ha
broken the commandment against covetousness, and
though many have tried to duplicate it, their efforts have
been in vain. Both because of the rarity of the wings
and of the difficulty of affixing them, such a gown can BRUTAL
only be fashioned by years of work. New York i'ress.
Doubtful

Schilling's

pounds of choice potatoes ...
cans of sardines
New rack nan cake flour, pkg . .
We make a specialty of high
grade teas, something that
never falls to give satisfaction.
10 pound pall of pure leaf lard.. $1.00
lie
New pack currants, per pkg....
17c
tin of Vienna cocoa
25c
Premium pkg. of oat flakes
Our shoes are unexcelled In appearance and wearing qualities
and our prices are certainly
reasonable.
12'- 15c grade of tomatoes
15c
2 cans of corn
25c
bars of laundry oap
4 pounds of washing soda
l"c
We ar(. showing a nice assortment
of bird cages.
THE MAZE,
WM. K1EKE, Prop.

19

to have her books.

The soul hwe.--t ii ads in nil piodurts of 'i.e soil, in all
ranne and rnnae output, and in all yields from the mine. Not at All Consistent.
I'liysician You will be glad to know, madam, that
Look the n cti' ii on r.
your iiusband will almost coruiinly recover.
In no
Wife Oil, dear mo, doctor, what shall I do?
of tne country can ih. ...
f. U. r l.u.l
Physician Why, madam, what do you mean? Aren't
the advantages New Menu:.) offers tc the induftriou.i
man.
c,ii anxious that your husband should gel well?
Yes only, when you said last week
Wife isobbingl
Markets in N w Mexico are fHit cash and Uii pi
vou didn't think he would live a fortnight I went and sold
Harper's Weekly.
a his (lothe-s- .
the highest in the I'niwd ti'.a'es for farm produce.
:

45c
25c
25c
11c

ter

tsken at a fslr vsluatlen.
FURNITURE

Xe00

?

A

CO.,

205 Gold Ave,

ooooooooooo
Tailer-

Nice Line of Unredeemed

-

Made and High Price Overcoats, for

Sale Cheap, at

ROSENFIELD, the Pawnbroker
"THE

MAN

YOU

CAN TRUST"

In the Southwest.
Establishment
GENERAL REPAIR SHOP.
The Largest
shop
have
general
opened
repair
AT LAS VEGAS, SO SAYS REPORT on South Third astreet,
NEXT TO ST. ELMO
back of Wal- I 118 RAILROAD AVENUE
HERE.
IN CIRCULATION
ton's
drug
store,
sollelt
and
the
trade
The
of
page
tills
of
two
Vssuu
On
of the city.
U H. SHOKM AKEHt'iii.eu is a story about a prize light,
on
Vegas
I.
as
at
place
tthuii took
'RAMONA" TOMORROW NIGHT
Wednesday night in the presence of a
M. DRAGOIE
large number of Northern New .MexDealers In
"reports
if
which,
A
drago
play
visitors,
ico fair
down In
and
that will
Dealers In
GENERAL MERCHANDISE,
are mi.., ended disastrously for one matic- annals is the play "Uamona,"
of the fighters. The boill was between that has recently made 8uch a Btlr. Groceries, Cigars and Tobacco, and
"
all kinds of Fresh Meat
Thomas Cody and Jack Miner alias It is a dramatized version of
.McKay.
McKay was knocked down
by lUleu Hunt Jackson, and 300 North Hroadwav, Corner of WashGrain
and sc useless and bad not come to at has been acclaimed with unanimity, ington Avenue. ALBUQUEHUE.N. M.
Teeming with dramatic
in o'cloc k last night and today comes a success.
the report that the blow lias proven power and pathos, its love element,;
fatal. The report also says that Cody-ha- thrilling and pure, its comedy natIMPORTED GOODS A SPECIALTY
ural and sKntaneous. sura a verdict
sudden. y disappeaied.
Call at 624 West TIJeras Uoad.
The Citizen has made sevt rai at- was inevitable. .Miss Virginia Calhoun For Moving the Pick or Injured.
Auto, 'phone, 108. Old 'phone, 276.
tempts dining the afternoon to either if says tho title role, making a, fasNlgtot.
Prompt Seilve Day or
confirm or deny the rumor by wire cinating creation of it. Her company
IT IS EASY lU MAKE GOOD
has failed, which is of the highest order and lends her
but every effort
O. W. STRONG'S SONS
BREAD
WITH
CLUB
HOUSI
which might be taken as proof for the admirable support. The scenic effects
Automatic, 147 FLOUR.
exColo. Phone, 75.
report.
and rostunu-- ate of surpassing
Ve ry Irtle is known here about the cellence.
Spanish dances and songs
Best for Children.
NOTICE.
are an important feature and will
nun who took part in the affair.
Mothers, be careful of the health cf
Whom it May Concern: This Is
Later.
make one of the hits of the evening, to To
certify
Ixiok out for coughs,
Mr. Antonio Ortiz has your children.
Special to The Citizen.
"liamona" opens at the Klks" opera severad histhat
with the under colds, croup and whooping cough. Stop
l.as Vegas. N. M.. Sept. 2!.-J- aek
house on Saturday nlyht, September signed. All connection
outstanding company ac- them in time One Minute Cough
the
Mcnory is not dead, but up to this "').
From present indications
counts w ill be collected and paid by the Cure Is the beet remedy. Harmless
aMe rtioon he has not spoken one word house will be sold out.
Contains no opiates.
AUll'QL'KKQUB CARRIAGE CO.,
and pleasant.
.,,,
say he never will.
Successors to Ortiz & Co Sold by a.l druggists.
for The Evening CUlsen
Co ly cannot be found.
Pawn-Brokin-
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AMBULANCE

Groceries, Flour, Hay
and the Best
of Meats
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Browns Lose Ball Game Because Pitcher Was In
capacitated by Dissipation Other

JTOCR

Albuquerque Drowns to Las Vegas,
furnishing some of the funds for the
trip, and he was very much disgusted
with their exhibition yesterday. Starr
was put on the slab and he was thoroughly well beaten. Apparently he
was Incapacitated by dissipation, and
Captain Ortiz used very poor Judgment In putting him In. O'Brien was
hired for the game and O'Brien should
have been pitched against Las Vegas,
as common sense would pit the best
against the hardest team.
pitcher
O'Brien will probably be pitched
against Santa Ke today. Starr's blase
stunt at Las Vegas breaks the camel's
back. His salary should be cut off
short. Starr may have an offer from

the Chicago Nationals, hut It Is doubtful if he could make good In a brush
league. His tactics since coming to
Albuquerque have been of the scurviest kind. A year ago he put Albuquerque In the hole by getting shot In
a midnight carousal two weeks before
the base ball tournament
and this
year, one day before the time expired for securing players, he wired from
Clifton, where the Browns were playing, that he would leave the Browns
and play with Clifton If his salary
was not raised from $75 to $100. It
was a cold hold-up- ,
but the Browns
had to come through or else drop out
of the tournament.
It would have
been Just as well If they had dropped
out as it turned out, but the unfair
manner in which Starr accomplished
what he probnbly considers a coup Is
worthy of the condemnation of the
fans. For two years Albuquerque supporters of base ball have paid out
their money to a bunch of ball players
to be spent In dissipation, and all they
got this year was a succession of defeats and very poor advertising for
the city.
Mr. Arnot says that the large number of visitors In the Meadow City
were well cared for and that apparently the fair was a great Buccess.
The street car service to Gallinas
park, however, was very poor.

WHITE RIBBONERS

NOTABLES

I

(

ico.
Mr. Arnot, In a way, chaperoned the
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ALBUQUERQUE SUNDAY

HOLD PARLOR MEETING

They Discussed Snbjects ol National Board of Managers
of the Soldiers' Home
General Morality and Comare Coming.
mend the Evening Citzen
OTHER

MATTERS

OF

WILL ARRIVE

INTEREST
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EXCITING iEVEN HEAT RACE
HERMAN

BLEUHER'S ALICE WAS
2:40 TROT AT LAS VEGAS MEETING, WITH McGINTY
SECOND.
IN

The 2:40 trot, purse $300, one of
the chief events of the race meeting
at the northern New Mexico fair, was
by Alice, owned by Herman
Bleuher, of this city. R. H. Green-leaf'- s
MofJinty was second, and King
third. The race was one of the most
exciting ever pulled off on the
park track, and it took seven
heats to decide it. The Las Vegas
Optic describes the race as follows:
Three Interesting races were pulled
off at Gallinas park Wednesday afternoon, the most interesting of which
was the 2:4o trot for a purse of $300.
There were five entries In this rare.
King, owned by J. P. Hand; Swagert,
Mc-- j
by K. L. Richmond, General
dure, hv Frank Stiirg(-s- ; Alice, l.yi
H. Blueher, and McGinty, by R. H.J
(ireenleaf.
In the first part of the race McGinty was easily tho favorite, win- nlng two heats and making a dead
li.ar with Alice for tho third, but,
after thp third heat the bottom seem- ed to fall out of his speed, and third
place was the best he could do for
the rest of the race. King took flist
placo one heat and two seconds. Alice came In ahead twice, with three
seconds and a dead heat. Swagert!
was distanced in tlie fourth and Mr-- j
Clellan was thrown out in the fifth,
as having no chance for money. At
the end of the sixth heat the rare
was still undecided, but the sun hav-- ;
lng gone down the finish was left for
st time made was 2:3s
today. The
in the fourth heat, by King.
Alice Wins in the Seventh.
The seventh heat of the race was
decided y Mcrday afternoon and was
won by Alice In eay fashion. The'
mare appeared In the races hi re dit:-'- t
lng the territorial fair and made a
good showing. Horsemen reeard her
as one of the niot promising preen
tinners in the tenitory.
Gal-lin-
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SARATOGA
CHIPS FRESH
ERY DAY AT MALOY'S.

EV- -

WEST

n

ALBUQUERQUE HORSE WINS

Kansas Ci'v Sweetbreads.
Kans-City Brains.
Kansas City Steaks.
Kansas Citv Boasts
SAN JOSE MARKET.

THE

The national board of managers of
soidiers homes will arrive iu Albuquerque Sunday morning ou train No.
2. They are traveling in private car
"Skylight," and it is thought that
their btop In the city will not be lunger than thirty minutes.
Among the party are Major General
Martin P. Mc.Mahon, of New York,
president of the board; United States
Senator William ' Warner, of Kansas
City, Mo., the first republican senator
from that part in thirty years; Gen.
J. Marshall Brown, second vice president of the board and a capitalist of
Portland, Me.; Gen. Chas. M. Anderson, of Greenville, Ohio, former member of congress from that state; Col.
Walter P. Brownlow, of Joneshoro,
Tenn., congressman from his state
and member of the appropriations
committee; John M. Holly, banker. La
Crosse, Wis. Former Governor Mark-ham- ,
of California, Joined the party at
Los Angeles, where the home at Saw-tell- e
is being inspected today.
Col. W. P. Brownlow, the Jonesboro,
Tenn., man, will be greeted here by
Capt. W. H. Gillenwater, president of
the Montezuma TritBt company of
Captain Gillenwater was
this city
private secretary to Colonel Brownlow as United States senator from the
first district of Tennessee, which dignified position the colonel still holds.
Captain Gillenwater left Mr. Brown-low'- s
office in 181)7, at the beginning
of the Spanish-Americawar, to take
up the sword in defense of his country. But Captain Gillenwater is stid
a very warm admirer of Col. Brown-

The Woman's Christian Temperance
Union held u parlor meeting ut the
home of Mrs. Mary J. Borden on the
afternoon of Thursday, September 2S.
As this was the anniversary of the
birth of Francis E. WLlard the program was devoted to the memory of
this gifted and gracious woman.
After the usual routine business the
resolutions passed by the Epworth
League in the recent convention in
this city were read and a motion made
that the Woman's Christian Temperance Union endorse these resolutions
and carried with hearty approval.
It was also moved that the secretary be Instructed to write a letter of
appreciation to The Evening Citizen
for the timely warning to the people
of Albuquerque, which appeared in
The Citizen of September 22, In regard to, the unbridled license allowed
the girls and boys of our city on carnival night, and the uad results that
have followed In other cities when
the young of both sexes were allowed
to break over all the bounds of decency and good Judgment and followed
their own undisciplined and
fancies for one night in the year.
It was moved and unanimously carried that the union pass resolutions
condemning such cruel and unnecessary sports as the compelling of Indian ponies to Jump over fire, steer
roping anil kindred practices such as
were indulged in at our recent territorial fair; and It was the sense of
the large number of women present
that a fair could be held in Albuquerque that would furnish brightness and
recreation to work-wearlives without these
objectionable
features,
which have been tabooed by older
communities as out of date and unworthy the approval of an enlightened
and civilized people.

FIRST

FROM

Senator Brownlow is a man of great
hobbies. The rural free mail, which
Is now extensively in vogue over the
United States, was one of his hobbies. He had a hobby for a soldiers'
home In the south. Now there is a
$K.O(H,000 home in the first district of
Tennessee and near his home, the
fruit of his work. It is the only soldiers' homo in the south and it is the
best in the United States.
Col. Brownlow has been congressman from Tennessee for more than a
decade of years and he la at present
leading the republican forces of the
south. The colonel now has a hobby
for good roads and if the harness
strap don't break, hard pike government roads are likely to succeed many
of the clay banks of Tennessee before
many years.
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THE BIG STORE WITH LITTLE PRICES

Now Thought

That One of
His Own Nationality, Committed the Crime.

.

Fair Happenings.

The Golden Rule Dry Goods 56. i

THE MARKETS

CASNA MURDER CASE

FAIR WAS A GOOD SHOW

Oeorge Arnot. local manager for
Gross. Kelly & Co., returned last night
from Las Vegas, where he spent Wednesday and Thursday taking In the
Northern New Mexico fair.
Mr. Arnot says that It was a very
creditable show. There wasn't much
In the new town of.,J.as Vegas, hut
the Fports at Gallinaa park and at the
plaza were fine. They had their gong
at the paik and the ninny features
went off In rapid succession. The
floral parade heM In the city was the
most beautiful ever seen In New Mex-

rivi

NEW THEORY IN

MEXICO

NEW

fA.as

Closing quotations Received by Levy
Bios., Correspondents for I,ogan
& Bryan. Barnett Building.

Visit Our

Amalgamated Copper
SI'i
American Sugar
13!'4
Si'7
REWARDS OFFERED FOR MURDERER Atchison, common
Baltimore & Ohio
Ill7,
Brooklyn Rapid Transit
72'i,
171
Canadian Pacific
Special to Tho Citizen.
45 ij
Q
flaltmV X M . Split
Tlinro aA Colorado Fuel & Iron
n
. 61
no new developments" in 'the Andrew oloJa(J? Southern' common
BSli
Casna murder case, except the fact
6(H4
common
that the theory Is growing that Casna Kile,
S1U
was undoubtedly murdered by some ,Kile, first
155
out; oi ins u u iiauuijmuy, ana wuu .ouisville & Nashville
105'A
Missouri Pacific
whom he had previously quarreled.
12o4
Sheriff Coddlneton has an lmnort O'ftropolltan
,?4
ant clue, which is expected to lead to oxlca.n ,Ce"tr1 :
14!
ewf
the arrest of one or two persons who
,J'
know more of the crime than they are
mm
willing to tell. The Italian society to 5f'H"f'
v,
,
1437
v,
v,..
wi
. .
v
ii
no
vu
it
i
mu to uciuiiau.
i
i
unci
heavy reward and the county com- , , , '
'
mlssioners of McKlnley county will
11.
"""bl,c IIon, steel- - Pfd
2J
probably do likewise.
1fi6,9
The dispatches sent out tHat
murdered man was quite wealthy are ,', .5
"J,
misleading. Mr. Casna wa8
11
wealthy man. but was in fair circum-- ' L
V5m
stances. He was a good citizen and',,;,
' aCi' !on,mon
sto.nl high among the better class of
Italians of this town and vicinity.
,?,n a
,,'
. . S'Q "m
K
Wabash, common
234
WIRELESS TELEGRAPH
Wabash, pfd
424
Western Union
934
PLANT HAS ARRIVED O. & W
64
Greene Copper
25 4
MESSAGES WILL BE SENT AND
Kansas City Live Stock.
RECEIVED BY END OF NEXT
Kansas City, Mo., Sept. 29. Cattle
WEEK ALBUQUERQUE RELAY Receipts, 5,iHin; market steady; naOFFICE FOR NEW MEXICO AND tive steers, $45.90; southern' steers,
2.253.75; southern cows, $1.76?t
ARIZONA.
2.70; native cows and heifers, $L75
5.25; stockers and
feeders. $2.50ffJ
C. B. Cooper, constructing engineer 4.25; bulls, I2JT3; calves. $2.50ff?6:
for the Be Forrest Wireless Teiegraph western steers,
2.754.50; western
company, arrived from Denver last cowa, ILTSiQ'S.
night and is around the city today
Sheep Receipts. 5,500; market was
with C. F. La Mountain, local agent steady; sheep, $3.505.65; lambs, $
for the company, looking for a loca6.50: range
wethers, $4.25ffj 5.25;
tion for the plant. Mr. Cooper should ewes, 44.50.
have been here last week and tho
wireless plant should have been one
Provisions.
of the features of the fair, but he was
Chicago, Sept. 29. Closing price:
detained elsewhere by the great deWheat September, 86c; December,
mand for wireless plants, many of 84 Tfec.
which are being established in the
Corn September, 51c; December,
west. One is now in operation at 54c.
Denver, one will be placed at Kl l'aso
Oats September 27 Vc; December,
and many other sites of the southwest 28i Ac
will be supplied as the occasion del'ork September, I14.S5; January,
mands. Chicago will lie the relay of- 112.421.
fice between Albuquerque and New
Lard September, f 7.17
January,
York and Albuquerque will be the relay office for New Mexico and AriRibs September,
$7.80; January,

t.i

.

c
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TITI

The Largest and Best
Assortment in the City
NEW 8TYLE3 IN

Suits - Coats - Skirts
Waists - Furs - Sweaters

ml

.

Petticoats

LONG

the"

zona.

Section

Ready-to-We- ar

COAT

SUITS

$10.00 to $45.00

A very large arid well selected

stock of assured style, In
long coat effects. New and exclusive designs and materials,
comprising a wide range of colors.

THE NEW COATS

$7.50 to $50.00

Long and medium lensth coats, the very newest models, In
Broadcloths, Covert Cloths and Kersey Cloth.

and Dress Skirts

SKIRTS-Wal- king

In greatest Variety; skirts from $2.50 to $40. No matter
what kind or size you want, tto can please you.

FURS

$5.00 to $150.00 Each

Greatest line of Furs ever brought to the city. W would be
pleased to have you call and look over this beautiful line.
Women's Waists, Sweaters and Petticoats
ments and Variety.

In

Great Assort-

0
1

We

5.52'4.

The local office wi.l be located as
near the central portion of tho city
as possible. The pole will le 175 feet
high, which will reach above any impediment of the air currents the buildings might cause.
The local office will bo sending and
receiving messages before the end of
next week.

Closlng Stock Quotations.
York,
Sept. 29 Atchison,
S97K; Atchison, preferred, 101-iNew
York Cential, extra dividend, 1494;
Pennsylvania, 1437fc;
Southern Pacific,
C714:
Union Pacific, 132;
I'nion Pacific prefarred. 95, Amalgamated Copper, 8414; United S'ltcs
Steel,
United Slates Steel, preferred, 104-New

;

37;

NO ARGUMENTS TODAY IN

We

New York Money Market.
New York. Sept. 29. Money on call

FAMOUS REBATE CASE

in strong demand

at higher rates,

6
pap- - Offer

to supply you with anything In
DEMURRER WILL BE ARGUED BE- - (?) 7 per cent. Prime mercantile
line, at prices that are fair and
FORE JUDGE ABBOTT TOMOR-- j er, 41457 5 per cent. Bar .silver 6074c. our
square, and we are now making
KUYY-9H- PIIA
N1AIN WUN
Lead and Copper.
SEL HERE.
New York, Sept.
29. Lead
and
copper, quiet; unchanged.'
No arguments
were made before
Judge Abbott today on the demurrer
Spelter.
filed by the Atchison, Topeka & Santa
St. Louis, Mo., Sept. 29. Spelter, S12 Refrigerators
$g
$8.75 Blue Flame Oil Stoves. .. .$6.75
Fe Railway company to the rebate steady, $5.80.
$8 China Tea 8ets
suit brought by the Caledonian Coal
$S
company. The counsel on both sides ASHES FANNED BY WIND START
40c China Salad Bowl
25c
Decorated Havlland China, at 20
appeared before the court and asked
that the arguments be continued unFIRE AT SCRUCG'S RESIDENCE per cent discount.
75c Glass Berry Seta
til tomorrow morning, which was
25c
g
Glass Water Pitchers
20e
"
banned by'the high wind, ashes 35c
This case is fresh in the minds offrom last niKht'8 fire started a blaze $1.75 Decorated Lamps
$1.25
the people and has become famous all at tne residence of Dan Scruggs, at $4.50 Decorated Lamps
$3.25
$1 Steam Cereal Cookers
over the country. In Its complaint the ,ne cornPr of Mountain road and
65c
40c
Caledonian Coal company charges North ioourth street. The ashes had 50c Steam Egg Poacher
that the Santa Fe Railway company been dumped near a fence In the rear $12.50 Buggy Harness
$10.50
granted rebates to the Colorado Fuel of the
and it wag the fence
& Iron company for the purpose
ofthat VM arUv. lUnu.d. After turn- forcing the Caledonian Coal company ing In the fire alarm Mr. Scruggs exout of the field in handling New Mex- tinguished the fire himself, with the
ico coal, and asks that the railway assistance of an axe and a few buckcompany be forced to pay the coal ets
of water.
company $400,000 damages.
Neill B. Field of this city, appears
Will Extend Pacific Cable.
as counsel for the Caledonian Coal
New York, Sept. 29 Clarence IL FOURTH ST. AND RAILROAD AVE.
company, while Attorney W. R. Chil- president of the Commercial
ders will probably appear as counsel J?cky.company,
today that the K)4KOK)4K)f)0CCCCCC0
for the
the Colorado Pacific cable will said
be
to Chiextended
THE DUKE CITY
Iron & Fuel company. The railway na
and Japan before April 1, 1906.
company Is represented by Gardiner
-Tea and Coffee Co
Lathrop, the general solicitor for the
Whole Town. Demolished.
company, and Robert Dunlap, assistant
Capetown,
29.
Colony,
Cape
118 West Silver Ave.,
Sept.
general solicitor.
A Complete St ck
In the arguments tomorrow, the at- A tornado last night 3, demolished
a town of 0110 Inhabitants,
torneys for the railway company will
Teas, CcfToe, Extract
miles from here. A numattempt to have the case thrown out thirty-fiv- persons
Spices and Baking Powders.
were killed.
of court on the plea that the charges ber of
BUTTMB and KOOM
are insufficient to form a case.
London's New Lord Mayor.
We handle our own brands
29. Alderman WalLondon,
Sept.
of Butter and can guaranAWNING BLOWN THROUGH
ter Vaughan Morgan, today, was elect- tee the freshness and good
...1
ri..
quality. AH our highest
PLATE GLASS WINDOW ru joiii uiaur n iiuiuui.
tie is u
grade of goods bear our own
septuagenarian, a hanker and a bachlabel and are guaranteed by
elor.
HIGH WIND OF TODAY DOES MORE
us.
OR LESS DAMAGE IN VARIOUS
NOTICE, FOR PUBLICATION.
Colo. Pom Black 78
PARTS OF THE CITY.
(H. E. No. 8471.)
0C04040X?4K504K404K50C
Department of the Interior, Land of.
As a result of the riigh gale that
flee at Santa Fe, N. M., Sept. 25,
has prevailed all day today more or
1905.
damage
less
is reported from various
Notice is hereby given that the fol.
parts of the city. Probably the most lowing named settler has filed notice
severe damage done occurred this of his iutention to make final proof
.
.
morning, when the high wind blew a .in support. or nis ciaim,
anu mat sain
6. r. VANN, O. D.
large awning in front of the Leader proof will be made before the U. S
store, on Railroad aveivie, through an court commission at Albuqueique, N
Eyesight Specialist.
Immense plate glass window of the .VI., on .November 4. 19115.. viz.: Don- - President of New Mexico Board of
t
store,
lie winnow was shattered to aclano Valencia, for the southwest
Optometry.
bits and the damage wll amount to j quarter of section 2, township 8 north,
optician in New
First
established
several hundred dollars.
range G east.
Mexico. Glasses fitted for poor sight,
In various parts of the city awnHe names the following witnesses headache and nervous strain.
ings were wrecked and in Borne In- to prove his continuous
residence
Ollice Room , Whltins block. Apstances chimneys were blown down. ujKin and cultivation of said laud, viz.: pointments
made at Vann'g drug
The heavy wind made walking very
.lacoU) Valencia, of Chillll, N. M.; store.
a
unpleasant, as constant cloud of dust Jose Mora, of Oulill, N. to. ; Alejan
and san was kept In circulation. The dro Ronqulllo. of Chilili, N. M.; Adam
thermometer dropped several degrees Lopez, of Clilill, N. M.
and collier weather is predicted for to--1
MANUEL R. OTERO.
I
0. W. Strong's Sons
morrow.
Register.

are showln;

:r the Fall

and Winter
signs In

son, new de--

0

0

'

0

Carpets. Rugs. Matting, Linoleum,. J
Curtains, Portieres and Draperies

Special Prices
On the Following

'

0

0

And also a full line of

Blankets, Comforts and Pillows

0

0

Our prices are the lowest.
.

0

Albert Faber,

0

305 Railroad Avenge

0

'

Southwestern

Albuquerque
Hardware
Company

Electric & Construction Co.
Electrical Pumping Plants
Of Every Description
Agents for the Crocker-Wheele- r
Dynamos and
Motors.
Store and Residence Wiring a Specialty.
All
work fully guaranteed.
Agents for the celebrated
"Gyrofans."
See them
in European Hotel Res-

taurant.

We give tickets for the
Piano Contest.
Member National Electrical Contractors' Association.
216 SOUTH SECOND ST.

e

e

1

i

I

VERY FINE CONCERT
TALENTED SOPRANO HIGHLY ENTERTAINS AUDIENCE AT ELKS
THEATER LAST NIGHT.
Mrs. Estella Gii.ettu Moulton, of
Chicago, and Mrs. Mabel Slevens-Hi-mohighly entertained a fair audience at Elks theater last night with
one of the most delightful concerts
ever given in Albuquerque. Mrs. Moulton has a voice of uuusuui rango and
sweetness and she charmed her Audience last night with the sweetness
and purity of her singing.
Mrs. Himoe rendered some excellent instrumental
selections, which
plainly showed that she is fast becoming master of the piano. She will
have for Chicago in a few days to resume study under one of the greatest
pianists in the country.
The program for last night's concert was as to. lows:
1. Scene and Aria, from "Der Freis- cuutz"
Weber
Mrs. Moulton.
2. Rhapsodie No. 12
.. Liszt
Mrs. Himoe.
tal Snowflakes
Ruifrok
3. lb) Lot Us Forget ...
.
White
.
Cowen
ic The Swallows ....
Mrs. Moulton.
la) Absent
1. lb) lKubt Nut
lu The letter
From "the Wandering One''
Mis. Moulton.
2. Impromptu G MaJ
Schubert
Mrs. Himoe.
ia A Spring Morning. .. Mendelssohn
In Love's Coronation
Aylward
ii i When Ci lia Slurs
Moir
e

....

.

The Williams Drug Co.
WILLIAMS and F. W. SCHMALMAACK.

EV- -

WEST RAILROAD

AVENUE,

V"

mm.

ALBUQUERQUE,

r

W"r

' LJ

and

Home Restaurant

N.

M.

gladtoa

LOOK

WOOD

Factory wood,

I3.0O

full load; Oreea

wood. IJ.0O full load.
Eureka White Lime.
HAHN'8 COAL YARD.
Auto Phone, 418.
Colo. Phone,
Mill

H. BRIGGS

II

9

American Block coal, the beet Oallaa
mined.
Cerrillos Lump, the standard
heating coal. All sizes of bard ooa)

ICIOSOI

MONL'MKNTS.

0

your heart and warm your boom
when Its cold.
Kill your bins fas
next winter now and avoid the msh

mm
1

2

OsKOOwO0OOtK
OUR COAL YARD
Is chock full of coal that will

j MV'.1 :'' V

&

Second St., Both Phones.

N. T. Armljo Building.

The only lon distance transmitters
and receivers; wall or desk sets; long
time contracts, as you wish; lowest
rates.

a7

?f-jr-

000OwxSC000

UNDERTAKERS

201 211 N.

18,

Do you realize that you can get
modern telephone service today for
what you are paying for inferior

1

BLOCK.

Superintendents
Falrvlew
Santa Harbara Cemeteries.

Prescriptions Always
Compounded by a
Member of the Firm
117

Room

P. oprietors.

Mrs. Moulton.

SARATOGA
CHIPS FRESH
ERY DAY AT MALOY'S.

The Colorado Telephone Co.

...

STKOXO

O. R.

000CC 00M)C0 0C00 oooox

&

4i

CO.

5

American cooking; also all Mexi-ican dishes a specialty, short orders. U
Meals terved at a!l hours. Old Town, ft
(J
south of court house.
NICK FRANCO.

First St. and Gold Ave.

Props. Aivarado Pharmacy.

Both Phones

8

AlAJUttUKKQUE EVKN1NG CITIZEN.

PACK MX

WINNING VICTIMS

FROM

"II

PLAGUE" WITH VEGETABLE

JUICE

over, he will soon pass Into the discard, sans money, sans manager, Sana
anything.
Hugo Kelly nnd Young Mahoney
will mix it at Milwaukee on October

Cth.
Al Orth savs the balk rule is a
the pitchers
peeling, stripping and slicing. The good thing as it prevents
lot
piodtirt of the whole Is placed In a from going through an unnecessary
big chopper, minced fine, and placed of maneuvers only calculated to make
matters uncomfortable for batters,
in a cider press.
spectators, base runners and umpires.
would be a
From out of the press flows the
One critic says
mingled Juices which will form, the still greater batsman If he were not
enthusiastic physicians believe, the so anxious to hit the ball.
main Ingredient of one of the greatIn Battling Nelson's opinion Abe
PATIENTS ARE STUFFED WITH F OOD AND THE JUICE AIDS THE est iNxina humanity has ever received.
is the '"crentest ring general in
DIGESTION OF ALL NUTRIME NT THE BOARD OF HEALTH OF
He is not only a
Equally essential as the Juices Is the world today.
CLEVELAND, O., EXPERIMENT ING WITH THE NEW DISCOVERY.
I,
of all SOI Is
the breathing of fresh air. The Idea eonrl lirivi.r lit he Is full him
a good Q
Is as Secretary Combes, of the Cleve- of tricks that go to make

0

land board, expresses It: "To build
While they are cheering for the
up a big fite; consumption Is nothing
more than malnutrition A
FIRE Giants New York fans are oblivious
WHAT THE JUICE DOES.
to the fact that the Yankees are gradHI" K NINO OUT."
ually slipping out of tthe first divisIt aids digestion, building up t.ie "tract of digestion" or the long
The vegetable Juice is prepared ion.
continuous passage from the mouth to t lie anus.
fresh every day and kept on Ice. Twice
lxnils Leroy. a full blood Chippewa
It assists the patient to absorb the more valuable paits of the
daily each patient receives a dose of Indian, has Joined the New York Am- eggs and milk In which his diet consists.
two ounces, taken Internally.
It Induces an appetite, thus miking It easier for the great conFOOT BALL ILLUSTRATED.
The "stuffing" material consists
sumption of food desired.
mainly of raw eggs, mixed with milk.
As the treatment continues the appetite increases until the paThe patients are Induced to partake
tient has a real desire to eat the 18 eggs and drink the milk furnished
more and more of this mixture until
him.
are able to consume a dozen and
they
disorgans
pacts
by
up
attacked
and
the
the
all
builds
thus
It
a half of eggs a day.
ease.
On the other side of the dletic ledIt in other words transforms decay Into growth malnutriger are the things the patient can't
Y tion Into nutrition
the body unhealthy Into the lody healthy.
haye. These are: Alcoholic drinks,
V
It has no unpleasant effect on the patient, as the accompanying'
tea, coffee, chocolate, cocoa, beef
purging eliminates the distress of overeating.
tea and beef extracts. The reason for
9 9. 9 9
Jt
tabooing the last two Is that they
cause the patient to be overheated.
The sufferers are also given an
From all of these, In equal parts, is
Is the white plague to be mastered
emulsion of beef fat, cocoanut oil
hash."
at last after it has scourged the hu- made the "tuberculolsls
Men and women are busy washing, and olive oil.
man race for untold centuries?
The eyes of physicians the world
over are upon the new "vegetable
Juice" treatment discovered by Or.
John T. Russell, of the New York
hospital dispensary.
10
bi2
If there is not conviction there is
"cure,"
at least hope In the
MtKie.
n
because the reports from New York
ericans.
He won his first game,
reof disease arrested and health
against the Chicagos.
The Indian
stored are authentic.
lacks speeii. but he has a puzzling 0
tools
twist that
the best batsmen.
The treatment, beyond the shadow
Through the cloud wreaths of the
of doubt, has stayed the ravages of
yellow yen hock the New Yoik dope- consumption In scores of cases.
sters are seeking a conqueror of BatIn some cities, notably Cleveland,
tling Nelson. While admitting that
Nelson has a wonderful wallop they
boards of health have taken up the
deny that be is a permanent puncher
discovery with enthusiasm and have
of pugs for the lightweight laurel.
detei mined on carrying out extensive,
They are pushing Jimmy Gardner Into
experiments along the lines suggested
the limelight as the Dane's next
by Dr. Russell.
is
inside the ropes. They declare
Cleveland has a free tuberculosis
that It will take a man with the scihospital capable of accommodating
ence of Bri t and the larrup of "Kid"
100 patients.
"This instiution will do
Lavigne to send the Dane down for
well enough for the present," said
the count. And these gentle gents of
M. Frederlch, head physician to
lr. board,
Gotham believe Gardner may be it."
"but," he continued, "when
the
That golden glow in the west is the
the merits of the treatment are realizreflection of old Sol's rays on the
ed, no doubt a great, large sanitarium
stack of gold Jack O'Brien is bringwill be ejected, wherein many of the
ing from bis barnstorming cruise in
victims of this long considered Inthe Klondike. Bob Kitzslmmons has
curable malady will be brought back
his eye on O'Brien and his Klondike
to life tor consumption Is a living
clinkers, and there may be something
death."
doing when O'Brien's ship conies in.
HOME TREATMENT OF THE NEW CURE.
At present the new treatment Is
Over in Pholladelphla they can still
BY DR. M. FRIEDRICH.
generally termed the "vegetable Juice
see visions of Comlskey sneaking up
Chief Officer of the Cleveland Health Board.
cure." A far better name would be
Obtain the necessary vegetables, making fresh Juice daily. Keep
behind the Athletics with a blackpurging
the
'
jack in his hand.
the Juice on Ice.
process," for the patients are lltei ally
Squeeze out the Juice In any kind of press, as cider Is squeezed
Abe Atteil will sail for England in
stuffed with Immense quantities of
from the apple.
a few days to take on the winner of
'
particularly adapted foods and liquids,
Use equal proportions of each vegetable.
the Bowke: Roberts bout, which comes
taken In addition to the vegetable
The dose Is two ounces twice daily.
off in London the middle of October.
Juice, to such an extent that were U
The diet is raw eggs and milk.
A badly lacerated Jaw has put on
Drop the eggs, two at a time, in
not for constant purging the stomach
a glass of milk.
the brakes for Young Erne and his
must rebel and cause discharge of
go with Young Corbett has been post
Gradually partake of more eggs and milk each day .until 18 eggs
surplus foods from the mouth.
are pirtaken daily.
poned until October 9, at Chelsea,
' The Idea Is to let the patient's sys
This U more food than a healthy person demands and the patient
Mass.
tem absorb all that Is possible of nu
must constantly be physicked; otherwise when overloaded the patient
Princeton was the last of the big
trition, and the residue Is removed by
will vomit.
colleges to get its foot ball eleven out
cathartics.
Any reliable physic will do, but castor oil is preferable.
to real practice. Now that the men
The
A patient under this treatment need
dose is a tablespoonful. Usually one dose every other day Is suffihave actually appeared on the field,
not pity the poor pate de foie geese.
cient. In some cases a dose dally is necessaty. This all depends
the chances for a strong team are
stuffed to the bursting for liver enupon the digestive and absorbent powers of the patient.
much brighter.
largement. But what matters It If the
Abstain absolutely from alcohullc drinks, tea, coffee, chocolate
Sixteen battles have netted jimmy
dreadful lung destroying germs finds
cocoa, beef tea and beef extracts.
Brltt 111,500, and the bulk of it has
his pastures grown to a healthful con
Fresh air is equal in importance to the vegetable Juice. Keep
stuck to his fingers. Brltt Is a pretty
dition In which he cannot thrive?
always in the air if possible. Sleep out doors, in the yard, on the
good business man. He owns flats In
A vist to the "kitchen" of one of the
porch, on the roof, anywhere where there is air, good, pure air.
'Frisco and other property In Los Annew cure establishments presents a
geles.
If obliged to 6leep in a room, keep all the windows open and
strange scene. On every side are
sleep with the head close to one of them. Put plenty of covers on
Sysonby and Artful are not to meet
baskets of vegetables. Here Is a list
after-all- .
if chilly.
It Is said that Sysonby is
of those used:
not fit to race, and the public will
It is not necessary to stop work, except, of course, in advanced
Potato, onion, beet, turnip, cab- stages.
,
have to wait another year before seebage, celery, sweet potato, apple, pineTry and work, however, where the air supply Is fresh.
ing these two wonders of the turf.
apple, carrot, parsnip, rhubarb, sumI am confident that wonderful results will be obtained from folmer squash, tomato, spinach, radishes,
lowing out this simple treatment.
COLUMBIA PROSPECTS
string beano, green peas with the pods.

HilimUJJ Ul

WEST RAILROAD AVENUE
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PRESIDENT'S MESSAGE TO URGE
RAILWAY AND INSURANCE REFORMS
IS

'iReiiiicmin

TRIP

HIS FORMER VIEWS BEFORE STARTING ON SOUTH-ERCONFERENCES SCHEDULED FOR THE PURPOSE OF
LIKELY TO REITERATE KEY-

SOUNDING THE LAWMAKERS
NOTES OF FORMER MESSAGE

Washington, D. C, Sept. 29. President Roosevelt is planning a series of
conferences for the first two weeks In
October, for the puriose of working
out the details of his message to congress. The trip whicli he Is planning
to the southern stales will begin about
October 18, and will last until November 10, so he feels that it Is necessary
to get along in his message task
e he starts.
Railway legislation and federal con
trol of insurance are the two topics
which will lead the message. These
are now absorbing his attention. The
authors of the
bill are
to be taken Into consultation October
1, and early in November Senator Stephen B. Kikins will communicate
his ideas of the senate committee's report. It is already known
that Mr. Kikins wants a bill making
the courts the arbiters of railway
rates.
The president has assured many of
his summer visitors that he has not
changed his views on the remedy for
the railway situation. I.ast December
in his annual message, he said:
"Above all else, we must strike to
keep the highways of commerce open
to all on equal terms. To do this it
is necessary to put a full stop to all
rebates. Whether the shipper or the
railroad Is to blame makes no difference; the rebate must be stopped, the
abuses of the private car and private
terminal track and side track systems must be stopped."
lie also said:
"While I am of the opinion that at
present it would be undesirable, If It
were not impracticable, finally to
clothe the Intel state commerce commission wilh authority to fix rates. I
do believe that, as a fair security to
the shippers, the commission should
be vested wkh the power, when a
given rate lias been challenged, and
after a lull bearing found to be unreasonable, to decide, subject, to Judicial review, what shall be a reasonable rate to take Its place; the ruling
of the commission to take etlect Immediately, and to obtain unless and until
it is reversed by the court of review.
be-f-

d

TO CONGRESS

u

non-irritatin- g.

0
0

Union and Two Piece Suits
You are urged to call at

TIIE,GLOIiK STORE and examine

these garments.
In gentlemen's furnishings we have just received a Special
make of

Elegant White Shits
Bodies of Wamsutta muslin, bosoms of 2200 linen, perfect
fitting, and guaranteed in every particular, or money refunded
regular $1.50 value.

...Out

Ptice---$1.0-

Each...

0

Underwear in all grades Union and Two Piece suits. We
make a specialty of Coat Shirts. Corliss, Coon & Co. quarter-size- d
Collars, and Shields' Guaranteed Hats.

0

0

Look Out for the BIG GLOBE Sign
On West Railroad Avenue.

n

THE DINING

DENVER

CAR SERVICE

n

&

RIO SYSTEM
GRANDE

(From the California Limited

1

'Scenic Line of the World' '
Shortest and quickest lino from
Santa Fa to Danvar, Pueblo and Colorado Spring, and all Colorado oolnta.
Connection at Donvsr and Pusblo with
all line att and wet Tim aa quick
and rate a low aa by othar lino.

K. T. W.

j iff
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good to be true.
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For ladies and children is the
most healthful as well as comfortable underwear
healthful
because Mentor material is very
absorbent, taking up excessive
J.
perspiration and keeping the
body uniformly warm comfort- aVi1
hpfaiiuf it is snff- -cmnrtV
...
tyfc
trwa-y- a
0
warm, and
Absolute fit no shrinking, and long
wear is guaranteed.

It is peculiai that all of us
should compliment the Harvey
System, and yet wo do. It' a
habit, and we can't help it. I
am really ashamed to say anything further, but I can't abstain. The dining car service
on the California Limited Is too

Ksch?-Townsen-

A

Mentor Underwear

post-seaso- n

The government must in increasing:
American League.
degree supervise
and regulate the
At New York
R H
workings of the railroads engaged in
4
12
interstate commerce; and such in- Cleveland
7
9
creased supervision is the only altern- New York
Second Game
R II
ative to an Increase of the present
3
12
evils on the one hand, or a still more Cleveland
1
New York
12
radical policy on the other."
At Washington
R
What Has Hoppened.
Washington
8 13
Since the above was written there St. Louis
3
7
has been a very thorough public disAt Philadelphia
R II
cussion of this topic. The house of Chicago
2
3
repiesentatives passed the
3
7
Philadelphia
bill; the senate
R H
At Boston
killed It. The attorney general has Boston
3
7
given an opinion that rate making Detroit
4
8
is not a Judicial function and cannot
be exercised by the courts; the senate1
National League.
committee on Interstate commerce has' At Pittsburg
R H
held a Bix weeks' vacation and gath- Pittsburg
10 12
ered six volumes of testimony; on the Brooklyn
4
9
basis of this a bill is to be recommendR H
At Chicago
ed by this senate committee. The Chicago
7
9
provisions of this report will be a mat- Boston
4
8
ter of unofficial knowledge when the
At' Cincinnati
II
R
president writes his next message. Cincinnati
1
9
Therefore, his former recommenda- Philadelphia
5
10
tions are pretty certain to be disR H
At St. Louis
cussed, if not reiterated, by the presi- St. Louis
1
3
dent in the light of the subsequent New York
4
0
ueveiopments.
Other Ideas Timely.
SPORTING BREVITIES
The president's
purpose to recommend federal supervision of insurance
companies was voiced before the scanCoakley, of the Atnletics, Is leading
dals which have lately added so American League pitcher.
He has
much to the public's information on won 20 games and lost 6. Rube Wad-del- l
this subject. He may have had somehaa won 23 and lost 10.
thing similar In mind when be wiote:
A match race for $3,000 a side be"I urge that congress carefully con- tween Audubon Boy and Dan Patch
sider whether the power of the bu- dining the October meet at Lexington
reau of corporations cannot constitu- Is one of the good things hanging
tionally be extended to cover inter- fire. The race depends on Dun Patch's
state transactions In insurance."
owners.
It will bo recalled further, that the
The Mount Washington Cricket
ptesldent, in the same message, urged Club of Baltimore Is playing a tournathat congress pass legislation requir- ment of triple three men on a side.
ing the national campaign committees The addition of the third man In the
to make public their receipts and dla- - courts was tried as an experiment,
uurseinents.
but proved so opular that teams of
threeH were ut once organized.
"Suffered day and night the torment
In 1U04 Joe dans' fists earned 5,954.
of itching piles. Nothing helped me Thus far in J'jiia the same fists have
until 1 used Iran's Ointment.
19. Likn most nnira th
It netted him
cured me permanently." Hon. John dusky demon held onto none of his
R. Garrett, Mayor, Chard, Ala.
money. As his fighting days are about

o

As the place to procure the best
made at prices asked for inferior
goods sold elsewhere.

Des

Tir,5UJL,NE

71

The Globe Store

Log Book)

Moines, Sept. 28. The champions of the Western league again defeated the champions of the American
association in the
series.
The score:
R H E
Des Moines
11 14
0
6
Milwaukee
13
3

o

Tl

These cool mornings suggest
warm underwear; the subject of
underwear naturally suggests

IV

When the time for training the candidates for this season's foot ball
eleven came to Columbia, the blue and
white could lay claim to but one or
two good players for the line, but now

e of

i
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IMPROVING

fi

216 West Railroad Avenue, September,
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The New Cure for Consumption: What it is, How
it Acts, and the Trial it is Receiving.

At-te- ll

8EPT.

FRIDAY,

DININQ
PULLMAN
SLEEPERS,
CARS, TOURIST CARS, CHAIR
CARS.
On all through

SANTA FE IS THE WAY

delay

train.

No

tlrom

at any station.

For Illustrated advertising
matter
or Information, addrssa or apply to

S. K. HOOPER, G. p! & T. A., Denver, Colo.
A S. BARNEY, T. P. A., Santa Fe, New Mex.

The Best
of Colorado

II

(i

The Scenic Features, the Mining
Centers, the Commercial Cities,
the Manufactories, the Smelting Interests, the Choicest Agricultural
Lands, the Health and Pleasure
places, are all along or reached
most conveniently from the

4

THORPE,
there are a number of big fellows on
hand, and the piospens tor a strong
team are rapidly improving. Columbia has many defeats to avenge, but
while it is hardly probable she will
do it this year, Captain Thorpe is
confident the team will make a most
creditable showing for the season.
CAPTAIN'

No

Unpleasant

Effects

If you ever took De Witt's

Santa

Many of the best parts of the state
can be reached by no other railway.
Are yo'i interested in Colorado?
Send three cents in stamp for our
beautiful illustrated book, "Picturesque Colorado," to
T. E. FISHER, Gen. Pas AgL.
Denver, Colo,

M.U

,3S

Fe Central Railway System

SUNSHINE ROUTE, via TORRANCE GATEWAY.
passenger
and freight service. Steamship tickets to all parts
Fast
of the World.
Conncetlons at Torrance, N. M., with the El Paso & Southwestern,
and Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Railways. At Kennedy and Santa
Ke, N. M., with the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe railway. At Santa
Fe with the Denver & Rio Grande railroad.
Special attention given to handling of passengers and freight.
Send your freight via the Chicago, Rock Island &. Pacific railway, via Torrance, N. M.
Your business respectfully solicited.
W. H. ANDREWS,
S. B. GRIMSHAW,
Pres. and Gen. Mgr.
Asst. to Pres. and Gen. Mgr.
FRANK DIBERT, Asst. Secy, and Treas.
A. L. GRIMSHAW,
J. P. LYNG.
City Frt. and Pass. Agt.
Traveling Frt. and Pass. Agt.
GENERAL OFFICES
SANTA FE, N. M.

Colorado Southern
Railway

Little
Early Risers for biliousness or constl-- ,
patlon you know what pill pleasure is.!
1 hese
famous little pills cleanse the
See the window display of the Rio
liver and rid the system of all bile Grande Woolen Mills at the Globe
without producing unpleasant effects.
a8k for thoae
Sold by all druggists.
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00000400000
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SUBSCRIBE FOR THE CITIZEN AND READ THE NEWS

ALIJUQUEHQUE EVENING CITIZEN.

FRIDAY, SEPT. 29, 1905.

OLD PEOPLE
MUSKOGEE, MAGIC CITY
OF THE SOUTHWEST AND THEIR TROUBLES
QUADRUPLED ITS POPULATION
' NEVER BEFORE EQUALED
THAN OLD FAMILY.

FIVE YEARS AND HAS A RECORD

N

THE UNITED STATES

IN

WHERE

FOR PUSH
AND PROSPERITY
GIT COUNTS
MORE

-

N. PEACH

PAGE

&

CO.

Old Tcople have more of the pains,
aches ami discomfort of life than do the
young. This is perfectly natural, bp.
cause their blood is not so vigorous, nor
their powers of resistance so irront, and
(Youhles that a younger, healthy constitution could resist often afflict them.

ESTATE DEALERS

Automatic "phone, 535. Office, 2084
West Gold Avenue.

oooooc-oocTI3EATIXE
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THIRD STREET

h

1

I
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Thos. h. Keleher

bust,

healthy

BRUSHES

constitution. It
Palmetto Roof Paint Stops all leaks.
i
the inotA.
of all tonics for increasing- the appetite, One gallon Devoe's Paint Covers
Three hundred square feet two coats.
toning up the stomach, promoting
and building up the entire system.
Leather, Harness, Saddles, Eto
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO.. Atlanta, Ga. 409 WEST
AVENUE
RAILROAD
PURELY

6

ooooccoooo oooooooooo

Rheumatic pains, sleepless nights,
JOE RICHARDS-CIG- ARS
fickle appetites, etc., are not imaginary
ith obi people, ns is sometimes thought.
113 12 W. Railroad Avenue.
They need a medicine that will supply
their Mood with its lost vigor ntul build
lip ami strengthen their constitutions.
PIONEER BAKERY
S. S. S. is the ideal remedy for OKI peoSIMON nAU,INO. Proprietor.
ple. It is made entirely from roots,
(Successor to Balling Bros.)
herbs and barks, and tloes not injure the
system in the least as do those medicines WEDDING CAKES A SPECIALTY
We desire patronage and we guarcontaining mineral ingredients. S. S S
is gentle in its action, purifying the blood antee first class baking.
of all poison
Albuquerque.
207 S. First Street,
and relieving
old age of its
discomforts by
supplying a ro- PAINTS,. OILS,. VARNISHES. AND

1

The California romance, dramatized from Helen Hunt Jackson's
novel, (authorized by Little, Brown & Co.. and C. H. Jackson, owners of copyright). A glorious love tale, set in Idyllic scenic environment. Special music,
i
PRICES: Evening and Matinee, $1. 75c and 50c.
Seats on sale at Matson's Thursday, September 2S, 9 o'clock a. m.

n n.i,

w

"

Tw0 Performances, Matinee
and Night.

RAMONA

u--

!i

oooooocooo

Saturday, Sept. 30
The Gifted Young Actress,
an Excellent
VIRGINIA CALHOUN And
Company In

Meat Market

Purina: th civil war I eontrnct"d
and aulforert with ila elli cts for All Kind of Freah and Salt Meats.
mnny years. I tried various rmplitn
Steam Sausage Factory.
and doctors, but with no (rood result.
EMIS KLEINWORT,
One dsy I found one of yottr pnmpliicts
and read it carefully. I doeidd S. 8. 8. Masonic Building, North Third Street.
waa the medicine I was in need of nnd I
benaii lis e at once. My health was
dreadful, end as I was ettintf alontf in
B. A. SLEYSTER
years, I had most of the pains ami nil.
ESTATE-NOTA-RY
ments Incident to that time ofJim-lif,-.- ; but
INSURANCE,
REAL.
a
ii
after t kinir this irreat remedy
while
ruBLic.
I bean to improve and soon louml my.
self a stroiiR. well miy I am n w more Room 5, Cromwell Block, Albuquerque
than 76 years of age, ut my h alt m
(rood, because I take an occasional iiot t o
Automatic Telephone, 174.
Not hin eo.ual it hs a t"nie
ofS.S.8.
and blood purifier, nnd Imedn-mpto those needmtr such a recommend ii
Smoke the White Lily Cigar.
1'ordyoe, Ark.
L. S. LOCK RIDGE,

- ...

AMUSEMENTS

8

ITEAL

SEVEN.

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

Wholesale Grocers
Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers
ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

VEGETABLE.

-

thedi-gestio-

A BUSINES 5 STREET AND COTTON GIN IN Ml' SKOOEE.
Muskogee, I. T., Sept. 29. Here's a ton gins, oil refinery, three brick hotel with baihb, electric li?nU. steam
town of magic, the like of which, con- plants, ten wholesale houses, fifty heat, a teU.ihote in every room on J
Established In 1882
thirty doctors, four colleges, all the ot'ie." tonvenlences of a first LAND THIEVES OF NEW
sidering the difficulties to be over- lawyers,
fifty teachers, a hospital, and goed class hotel, except a bar room, thaf
come and the solidity of Its construc- public Bchools, are signs of a modern Is too new to have been listed in the
Fm
MEXICO TO BE INVESTIGATED
tion, has probably not been seen in and progressive city.
hDtel red brok.
Sole agents for Casino Canned Goods
Features of last year's business
Y Y
One piece of property
recently
this country.
were
Jas. Heekln & Co.'s Coffees, Im
80,000
the
sending
of
Sept.
20.
$25
out
acre,
bales
an
Washington,
D.
worth
has
been
C,
sold
for
Five years ago It was a straggling of cotton and a jobbing
trade of al- $25 a front foot. Other property has 4 Secretary Hitchcock today said:
boden's Granite Flour.
place of 4,230 people, according to the most $3.0UO,000.
increased from four In kix time in
"After the land fraud cases in
census. Last spring a census taken
Theie's a civic spirit unexcelled, value.
Oregon have been wound up, Y
under direction of the United States and a capacity for self government
People down here claim for the
United States Attorney Ileney, Y
court showed a population of 18,000.
that could not be found outside of country that every part of the terri- Y who has been conducting them,
tory offers
Block after block of substantial America.
o the young man of Y will come to Washington and will
Everything about the city Is so new-i- t gumption and industry, far greater Y look after the California cases, Y
brick buildings from two to five stories in height, and electric street car
looks as though it had been built chances of success than he can find
in which Hyde, Dlmond and oth- - Y Hlllsboro Creamery Butter Best on
line up to the minute In Improve- up this summer. Building operations In the old states. In the latter, they Y ers have been Indicted. Later
Earth.
ments; an ice plant, electric light, gas, are in progress everyv'icre.
say, opportunities are to a large ex- Y on there probably will lie other 1
There are flourishing newspapers tent, monopolized by families of wealth Y indictments in New Mexico and
water works and sewage system;
Free Delivery.
Orders Solicited.
three daily and six weekly news- here to recent to have secured a place and influence. Here lineage does not
Idaho and perhaps other states.
papers, ten monthly publications, nine in the latest newspaper direoto ies of count, and every man Is rated accordThe losses to the government
214 South Second Street.
banks, a cotton compress, three cot- - the country. There is a five ?'ory ing to his conduct and his deeds.
through these frauds have agre- x x- -x x x x x x x x X
gated millions of acres of land

G. PRATT & CO. 0

r

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

PR O POSITION

A

Your land, worth $2 an acre, Is, by

the use of one of our Irrigation plants,

Staple and Fancy
Groceries

t
t

LODGE MEETINGS, CONVENTIONS
TERRITORIAL

TOPICS

AND NATIONAL GUARD
CHAVES COUNTY SUGAR
BEETS LATE THIS YEAH.
Odd Fellows, Knights of
Only a few beets will be sent out
this month from Chaves county to be
tested for their value as producers of
Las Vegas-Nati- onal
Firemen Elect New Officers
sugar. Only the very best will be
sent. A maojrity of the seeds were
Guard Also Name New Officers.
sown in the month of June and they
are not quite ready for harvest. The
larger part of the crop will be sent
president; Captain E. C. Abbott, Santa in October and November.
From Optic, Sept. 28.
The territoria Odd Fellows have Fe, secretary; Capt. C. K. Newell, Sildecided to establish an Odd Fellows ver City, treasurer; executive com- EXCELLENT SHOWING
FOR CHAVES COUNTY.
home at Koswell, N. M. This import- mittee, Capt. E. C. Abbott, Major R.
The $3,200 bonds used by Dexter
ant decision was reached last night C. Rankin, Col. John Borradaile, Lieut.
school district No. 8, of Chaves county,
at a meeting of the teiritorial grand Coi. Van Patton.
Matters pertaining to the organi- New Mexico, to build a Bchool house,
lodge. The discussion of the matter
occuDied the entire time of the ses zation In New Mexico were taken up, were sold by County Treasurer J. S.
discussed, after Lea to A. Zahner, of Topeka, Kan.,
sion, and the matter of ways and and exhaustively
means, location, etc., was tnorouguiy which the meeting adjourned to re- for a premium of two mills and a half
gone into. Several cities made offers convene at the next encampment, the per dollar, which 6peaks well for the
for the home, but that of Koswell was location of which has not yet been de- thriving and prosperous town and
school district of Dexter. This is the
the best. The citizens offered a fine cided upon.
Following is a full list of the off- best sale heard of for such a small is
tract of fruitful land, then $3,000 in
Brig. Gen. A. P. sue of bonds.
cash and the Odd Fellows represent- icers in attendance:
ing the city gave assurance that the Tarkington, Col. W. H. Andrews, Col.
people of the enterprising city would I). J. Leahy, Col. W. R. Tipton, Col. PASSED A WORTHLESS
continue to contribute to the support E. G. Austen, Col. John Borradaile,
CHECK AND ESCAPED.
Lt. Col. E. Van Patton, Major O. G.
of the institution.
Marshal
Ward,
Jack Strausner and
It was decided to levy a tax of 50 Myhre, Major J. C. Kankin, Capt. B. one of the mounted
policemen last
cents a year upon each Odd Fedow Huppe, Capt. V. K. La Londe, Capt. night arrested
a native who was be
in the territory, and to ask each sub- E. J. McWinnle, U. L. V. Galles, Lt. lieved to be trying to pass a worth
ordinate lodge to contribute to the L. W. Ufeld, Lt. Kobert H. Gross, less check, says the Optic. While the
worthy object as fully as possible.
Capt. H. M. Smith, Chaplain H. C. marshal was unlocking the jail door,
This morning's session of the Pauget, Lt. K. J. Blanche and Lt. R. the
prisoner made a bolt, and despite
grand lodge was taken up with the C. Reid.
a couple of shots fired at him, got
reception of reports and the transaway. There is a report that he is
Territorial Firemen's Convention.
action of routine business, including
hiding with friends, nursing a shot
At last night's session of the ter- in
the installation of grand lodge offconvention the In the leg. A woman was also ar
ritorial
firemen's
icers.
charged with stealing a watch
In their session of yesterday after- meeting was called to order by Presi- rested
noon the Odd Fellows elected the dent B. Ruppe at the city hall and BEATS STAGE COACH
following officers: Grand master, W. after routine business the following
AND GOOD AS TRAIN
officers were elected for the ensuing
V. Ogle, Koswell; deputy grand masMayor Hlnkle has returned from
ter, B. A. Sleyster, Albuquerque; year: C. W. Bailey, Las Vegas, pres- Santa Fe, an enthusiastic
convert to
grand warden, Van T. Manville, Sil- ident; A. M. Dettelbach, Santa Fe, the automobile idea of quick transJ. C. secretary, and E. P. Mackel, Las Ve- portation.
ver City; grand secretary,
He left Torrance Satur
Spears, Gallup; grand treasurer, John gas, treasurer.
day morning at 9 o'clock In one of
After a harmonious session discuss- the machines of
grand repB. Hodgson, Beming;
the Roswell Automo
resentative to sovereign grand lodge, ing the needs of the organization, the bile company, and with over an Hour's
The above meeting adjourned to reconvene this stop for dinner and hunting reached
V. E. Kelly. Socorro.
are all the elective officers, the oth-- : afternoon.
Roswell at 2:30 p. m. The actual run
ers being appointed by the grand
ning time for the distance of over 100
El Camino Real.
master. Other business of the afterThe Good Roads convention this miles was less than five hours. Mayor
noon consisted of hearing reports
is of the opinion that with a
The morning adjourned without passing Hinkle
from officers and committees.
will be little Improvement and straightening
order in the territory is shown to be on the resolutions and actionfollowing
of the road from here to Torrance a
condition, there being taken this afternoon. The
in excellent
r
schedule might be estabaccording to the report of Grand Sec- strong resolution by C. J. Gavin was lished as the regular thing.
passed
yesterday:
Felretary Stevens, now 1,251 Odd
Resolved, That it is the sense of
lows in the New Mexico lodges. One
THE LAND OF PROMISE
new lodge has been organized, the lo- this convention that work on the "El
IN SAN JUAN COUNTY
vigorousprosecuted
Camino
Real"
be
cation being Springer. The member- ly
Situated at the entrance to the
infrom
with
south
Colorado
the
line
ship of nearly every lodge has
widest and most fertile part of thf
creased. The next convention of the the end in view that the work will San Juan river valley In San Juar
be
by
extended
from
there
north
the
Deniing,
grand lodge will be he.d at.
county. New Mexico, twelve miles
state of Colorado.
October 2, l&uO.
west of Farmlngton, the present ter
Introduced by C. J. Gavin and pass- minus
of the Denver & Rio Grande
ed
unaniomeuly
by
convention.
the
Knights of Pythias.
railroad. 1a the town nf Kruitlairi. Al
this place the San Juan river, tired of
The Knights of Pythias held anothTAKE IT IN TIME.
course tnrougn me noun
er interesting session last night, fifty-siits pent-utains and foothills of Colorado. has
members being In attendance. The
As Scores of People Have.
Just
made a broad valley nearly 200 miles
feTand lodge degree was conferred
Waiting doesn't pay.
In length. It has carried to it the ferupon F. G. Quen and r. 11. P. Nehbre.
If you neglect the ac'iilng lack,
Fraternal and encouraging messages
Urinary troubles, diabetes, sure ly tile Bill from the mountains and made
it one of the garden spots of the conwere received from the grand lodge of ioiiow.
tinent. The rivpr also furnishes an
Odd Fellows anil a cordial reply was
backDoau's
Kidney
relieve
Pills
abundant and never falling supply of
returned. The election of officers re- ache,
water to the irrigating ditches along
Grand chancellor,
sulted as follows:
Cure every kidney ill.
Julius I'hlfelder, of Klizabei blown;
Albuquerque citizens endorse them. ir rolirse It 'nnn never been knnvn
grand vice chancellor, V. E. Dudley,
Mrs. M. J. Butler, residence 717 to become dry, and can supply water
Aiamogordo; grand prelate, A. it. East street, says: "When I went to for many times more acreago than
Ouinn, Carlsbad; grand keeper of the the Alvarado pharmacy for Doan's has as yet been brought under cult
records and seal, C. E. Perry, Las Kidney pills, I bad an attack of back- valion.
Vegas; grand master of exchequer, ache. It was only one of many which
Notice.
John A. Haley; grand master at arms, had annoyed me for two or three
United States Land Office, Santa Fe,
V. Homer Hid; urand Inner guard, years.
At
they
first
mild,
were
and
N. M., Sept. 27, 1905.
grand I expected
Springer;
M. G. Keenati, of
that they would leave
Notice is hereby given that the fol
outer guard, Kobert H. Bowler, of San- as mysurfouMy as they came, Just
but lowing township plats will be on file
ta Fe.
with the passing of time lie attacks
in this office November 13, lyn.-,- viz:
telegram ol greeting was
A
were more frequent
of longer duTownship 7 north, range 8 east.
to Supreme Chancellor Chas. ration. I used threeand
of Doan's
Township 4 north, range 9 east.
The grand lodge oili-f- t Kidney Pills and was boxes
F. Shuveley.
with
rewarded
Township 5 north, range 8 east.
is were duly itfttiled, Judge B. S. an emire cessation of the aching. Up
On and after above date we will be
pi hupitmo chancellor. to date, and it is considerably over
Adams,
ready to receive applications for en
six months since I stopped the treat- tries in said townships.
National Guard Convention.
ment, there has not been a sign of
MANUEL R. OTKftO. Register.
The officers of the National Guard any recurrence."
FRED MULI.ER. Receiver.
association of New Mexico held their
For sale by all (lelers. Price CO
Annual eo'mi.tion lint evening at the cents. Fos'er-MilburCo., Buffalo, N.
WOMAN'S EXCHANGE.
parlors of the Commercial club, with V.. sole anents for the United States.
401 West
Railroad avenue. Bell
fouitecu members in Biun''i.i.ce. The
Remember the name Doan's and phone black 265-2- .
All home cooking.
were chosen to take no o'her.
fol own..; ;illi-eC5
goods every day.
Fresh
look after the arsenal welfare of the
association for the ensuing year; Maj-O- .
Subscribe for Th ClUzen and get
Don't wait for an npioslon cook
G. Myhrs, Silver City,
the news.
with gas the humane way.

Pythias and Territorial

at

j

five-hou-

x

p

,

rs

A. W. HAY DEN

and millions more of dollars. The it
4 interest of the people In the pros- - ii
ecution of these cases is only an
evidence of the determination it
Y of cities, states and the nation Y
Y in general, to run down grafters it
i wherever they may be found." Y
9 9 9 9. 9 9. 9 9. 9. Y. 9 9 9. 9 9. 9. .9.

CONTRACTOR AND BUILDER.
412

Office and Factory
WEST COPPER AVENUE.
Albuquerque, N. M,

Phones, Auto. 108; Colo., Black

OFFICIAL MATTERS

x x x

x-

-x r

A. E. WALKER,

207 W. Gold Avenue
Both Phones.
PERSONAL NOTICES OF
SILVER CITY PEOPLE
Mrs. Frederick A. Hush and little
son left last week for Indiana, where Tlr-FueUndertaking Company
they will visit Mr. Bush's relatives for
to Edwards & Fuehr
Successors
some weeks. They were accompanied
by Mrs. Hush's mother, Mrs. Argen-bright- ,
07 West Railroad Avenue.
who went to visit relatives in Ban 'Phones.
Oav or Night
Missouri. Mr. Hush accompanied bis
family as far ax El I'aso and then
went up to Albuquerque and naw the
REDUCED PRICES
closing sights of the territorial fair.
On Dental Work.
Plates, 18.00;
Jack Stark, nephew of Mrs. E. B.
Venable, and an artist of ability, who
Gold Crowns, $6.00; Fillings. $1.00
Sliup.
Teeth extracted without pain,
had been spending the summer in
ver City and vicinity, left Thursday-evenin50c. All guaranteed.
for his home, from which
point he will shortly go to Paris. Mr.
Stark has many worm friends in Silver City who are watching his career
with much interest and who are greatly gratified at his rapidly increasing
success.
hr

ro

B. F. COPP, D. D. S.

Room

N. T. Armljo Building.
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Bolthoff Mfg. and Snpply Co.

I62M639 Seventeenth Street,

DENVER,

COLORADO

5
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If sufficient Inducement offers

ROBERT DRO
UfiQ
Will give a scries

Accountant

EDstpert
of Twenty

Lessons

In

Practical BooKKeepimg
cooooooooo oooooooooi
For particulars

and terms, apply

at the

office,

MELIN I & EAKIN,

Wholesale

WE GRIND OUR

OWN

2124

8. 2d St.

and Cigar Dealers

tl-ii-

Exclusive Agents for Yellowstone and O. F. C. Whiskies, Moet ft
Chandon White Seal Champagne, St. Louis A. B. C. Bohemian and
Jos. Schlitz Milwaukee Bottled Beers, and owners and distributors
or the Alavarado Whlakey. Write for our Illustrated Catalogue and
Price List. Automatic Telephone, 199. Salesroom, 111 South First
Street, Albuquerque, New Mexico.

LENSES

""SBBBBBSSIBBMBWiSW

For the reason that we can guarantee all glasses prescribed by us.

BEBBER.

IIS

OPTICAL CO.'!
Gold Ave.

Member of Board of Optometry Examiners.

Have You Noticed the Domestic Finish
We give on our laundry work? Try It and see how durable It Is
Notice how long It keeps lt finish. We turn out linen, white as snow
and free from all specks or wrinkles.

IMPERIAL LAUNDRY

CO

"Red Wagons"

Two Daily Trains Each Way
VIA

EllPaso and Southwestern System
Rock Island System

Bast

Meats, Butter and Eggs

zzzzzzxzzzxzxzzzz

and TYPEWRITING m
Pearlstlne.
H
Second St., Auto phone H

!m SHORTHAND

Between

M

21 2'.

S.

Business

Strictly

Standard and TourUt Sleeper.
Chair Cars and Couches.
WIDE

Dining Cars

meals a la carte.

THROUGH

WITHOUl

The shortest, quickest and best line betwem
the Mississippi Valley and the 1'ai lllc Coast.
CAKNETT KINO,
(' n. AH.

New Hotel and Rooming House.
Open September 11, at 821 South
Third street. Your patronage solicited. Special rate to regular boarders.
Mrs. K. Green, proprietor.

WE FILL

PRESCRIPTIONS

RIGHT

At Consistent Prices

0
0
0

CHANGE.

the Great Lakes,
V. It. STILES,
Gen. Tasst
r Agrt.

EL PASO, TEXAS.

0

0

VESTIBULED THROUGHOUT.

iii

Confidential,

zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzh
t4

0

0

Chicago,
St. Louis, Kansas City and
The Great Southwest

S. 8.

H

0
0

0

John W. Abbott, Prop.

Only thm

0

0

City Market

I Off North Second St.
The Pantato'rium.
Clothes cleaned, pressed anil dyed.
All clothes called for and delivered.
VV. L. THIMBLE & CO.
2'u; West Silver avenue. Autu phone
LIVERY, SALE FEED AND TRANSG. D. Hoffman, proprietor.
721.
FER STABLES
R aTlROAD TICKET 8.
Horses and Mules bought and exCut Rate.
changed.
Tor reduced rate to and from all BEST TURNOUTS IN THE CITY
points go to Paulsen
Association
Second street, between Railroad and
office.
Railroad
Ticket
Railroad
Copper avenues.
tickets bought, sold and exchanged.
See the window display of the Rio
Mills at the Globe
Grande Woolen
store, then ask for thwe $3.50 walking skirts.

Hendrie

x x x x x

FIRE INSURANCE, REAL ESTATE,
LOANS
The New Mexico board of Louisiana
Automatic phone 451.
Purchase Exposition managers met at
Room 10, N. T. Armljo Building.
Las Vegii3 on Tuesday afterntxm at 2
o'clock and remained in session, with CLARKVILLE PRODUCE CO
a short recess for diuner, until 2
HAY, GRAIN AND FEED
o'clock on Wednesday morning. Every
Wholesale and Retail
presmember of the commission was
HIDES. PELTS AND WOOL
of
ent as follows: Charles A. Spless,
J. B. MacMANUS, Mgr.
Las Vegas, president; Carl A. Dalies, 602 South First Street Both Phones
of Helen, vice president; W. B. Walton, of Silver City, secretary; Arthur
Seligman, of Santa Fe, treasurer; H.
riRE
J. Hagerman, Koswell; Jose D. Sena,
INSURANCE.
of Santa Fe, and F. A. Jones, of Albusecrequerque. The accounts of the
Secretary Mutual Building Associatary and the treasurer were audited tion. Office at J. C Baldridge's Lumby
Mr. ber yard- and found correct. A motion
Seligman, that each officer of the
board, the general manager as well
TOTI A GRADI
as the superintendent of each exhibit,
Groceries, Provisions, Hay,
in
manDealers
including the president and the
Grain and Fuel.
ager of the woman's auxiliary of the
board, be asked to submit a complete Fine line of Imported Wines, Liquors
and Cigars. Place your orders for
and final report at a meeting of the
this line with us.
board to be held at Santa Fe on OcNORTH THIRD STREET.
tober 15, of this year, was adopted,
after which adjournment was taken.
TRY OUR
The meeting at Santa Fe next month
will be the final one. after which all FRESH MEATS AND SAUSAGES
A Specially Fine Line
records and documents in the board's
possession will be turned over to the
UNION MARKET
governor of the territory.

Can You Eat?
J. B. Tayior, a prominent merchant
of Chrlesman, Texas, says: "I could
not eat because of a weak stomach. I
lost all strength and ran down In
weight. All that money could do was
done, but all hope of recovery vanHearing of some wonderful
ished.
cures effected by Kodol Dyspepsia
Cure, I concluded to try it. The first
bottle benefitted me, and after taking
four bottles, I am restored to my usual strength, wealth and health." Kodol Dyspepsia Cure digests what you
eat and cures. Sold by all druggists.

The

265.

RANKIN & CO.

MEETING OF BOARD OF LOUISIAEXPOSITION
PURCHASE
NA
MANAGERS.

made worth $100 per acre. Write us
for catalogue No. 9. on "Irrigation and
Pumping Machinery," and tell about
your requirements. We can help you.

H. RU1MM0
NEXT TO BANK OF COMMERCE

203 W. Railroad Ave.

0
0
0
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Now Is

Time

ttlhie

In this world of hurry we crt an ustonu'd to set aside a certaia
During the next thirty days you are going to buy shoos for fall
and winter. That Is why wo want to say to you now: "Consider
well, our lino of Men's, Women's and Children's Fine Shoes." Ouf
goods are sold on their meiits. Hrain and leather, well mixed, make
good shoes. From this combination we get

uasilitty amid S4yle
that

And It Is upon the style and quality of our goods
our patronage-

we rely for

$1s50to$4.00

Men's Shoe

Women's Shoes
Children's

$1.35 to $4.00
85c to $2.50

Shoes

GETTING BREAKFAST
With food preparations from P. F.
Trotter's grocery Is thorough assurance that you are starting the day
right. This also holds good for all
other meals, as any article of food
purchased at our store can be absolutely depended upon for genuine extest any
cellence. We thoroughly
goods offered us, and retain In our
stock only those found good and
wholesome.

F. F. TROTTER
Nos. 118 and 120, South Second St.

VAABVWww,vwAiArAAA
YOU

TIRED OF USING KEROSENE?
If you are. let us know, and we will
be pleased to call and explain our
new, low rates for residence lighting.

BUNFOURTH

SEE THE LIGHT

AND

GOLD

AVE.

Finish oft Fall
House Cleaning
with a coat of Heath & Mllllgan's
paint over your wood work where
needed. You will find it most satisfactory, inasmuch as It will make
clean things look cleaner, and,
what is more, make them stay so.
We also have a large stock of lumber, sash and doors, glass, cement,
and Rex Flint Kote Roofing.

UBUQUERQUE

LUMBER

C0

First Street and Marquette

Furniture
Bargains..

W are now open for business, with
a lew and second-hanline of furniture, at 114 8outh Fourth street. In
the Gleckler building.
d

,

IRVAN

&

HAYGOOD,

CARRIAGE TRIMMING AND RE
PAIRING
Harness,

Spring Wagons Built to
Order.
HORSESHOEING

CARRIAGE

8

Cor.

Fir.,

S,r, ,

Tljrr,. Ro.d

PAINTING

ALBUQUERQUE CARRIAGE

CO.

DIAMONDS

When borght right are a good Investment. Our prices are right. We invite
you to call and examine the beautiful diamond goods we are offering; also

WATCHES,

JEWELRY,

SILVERWARE,

Mall orders receive special attention.

RAILROAD

AVENUE.

EVERITT

ETC.

LEADING JEWELER

a

the Santa l'e Pacific, and Is therefore familiar with the duties of a rall- way storekeeper.

FRIDAY,

WEATHER INDICATIONS.
Fair and warmer tonight; Friday
partly cloudy, with showers and cooler In the north portion.
Mrs. S. P. N'olaml. of 721 Marquette
avenue, is reported 111.
Col. W. H. Hopewell Is spending the
day at Santa Fe.
The weekly Friday evening service
will be resumed at St. John's church,
commencing this evening at 7:30.
William Mcintosh, the Estancla
sheen ninn. was a passenger north
this morning.
Attorney E. V. Chaves returned this
morning from a professional trip to El
Paso.
Albert Faber, the carpet merchant,
Is confined to the
Sisters' hospital
with rheumatism.
J. H. Coffin, assistant secretary of
the American Lumber company, Is
confined to his home by an attack of
malarial fever.
James Vorhes, a well known Job
printer, pressman and manipulator of
the linotype machine, is slowly recovering from a severe case of typhoid
fever.
Tho Lutherans will lay tho corner
stone of their new church on Sixth
street and Silver avenue, next Sunday at 3 o'clock p. ni. Everybody cordially invited.
Hon. Alex. Bowie, the well known
president and manager of the Caledonian Coal company, Gallup. Is here on
Important legal matters. He came In
from Las Vegas last night.
Mrs. D. E. Shuckhart, who has been
spending several weeks In Albuquerque on a visit to her sister. Mrs. V.
H. McMillion, left last nlgnt for her
home in Galveston, Texas.
Colonel John Borradaile, of the New
Mexico National Guard, returned from
I.as Vegas last night. The colonel
spoke very complimentary
of the
northern New Mexico fair.
Thomas Seward, manager for the
Northwestern Life Insurance company,
returned last night from Chicago,
where he was called several weeks
ago by the death of his mother.
The son of Congressman Llewellyn
Powers, of malne, who Is confined in
St. Joseph's 'Hospital suffering from a
Becero attack of typhoid fever, Is reported to be in a serious condition.
W. B. Walton and T. E. White, of
Silver City, who have been at Las Vegas on lodge matters, are stopping in
the city while en route nome. Mr.
Walton was one of judges of the Las
Vegas flower parade.
W. C. Leonard, a former resident of
this city, where he was In business
with E. L. Washburn, the clothier, is
spending a few days on a visit to
friends here, on his way to Los An
geles from an eastern trip.
The members of the Congregational
church will tender a leceptlon to their
new pastor, the Rev. J. W. Barron, to
night at the church parlors. All mem
bers and friends of the church are In
vited to attend the reception.
There will be a matinee performance of "Raniona" tomorrow after
noon at the Elks opera house. Ad
vance press notices recommend this
performance as being worthy of a liberal patronage. It is the opening bill
of the season.
J. D. Clemens, a prominent real es
tate and fire insurance agent of
is an Albuquerque visitor.
Mr. Clemens stopped In the city while
en route home from Las Vegas, where
he attended the grand lodge of Odd
Fellows.
Mrs. D. A. Macpherson returned
an extended eastern
last night-frotrip. She was accompanied from Las
Vegas by Mr. Macpherson, who re
turned last night from the Meadow
City, where he went to attend the
northern New Mexico fair.
George H. Hubba, a pioneer of Al
buquerque, died Tuesday of this week
at his home In San Diego, Cal., at an
advanced age. Mr. Hubhs came to
Albuquerque in 1882 and was a brother
of the founder of The Albuquerque
Citizen. Tho deceased was an uncle
of J. A. Hubbs, of ihis city.
Judge Nathan Washburn, a brother
of E. L. Washburn, accompanied by
Mrs. Washburn and children, arrived
in the city last night, and are visiting
the popular Albuquerque clothing merchant for a few days. The visitors
are en route to southern California,
where they will visit for a few weeks
before returning to their eastern
home.
Word comes from ms Angeles that.
Joseph H. Kuhns has recently been
appointed general storekeeper for the
Tonopah railway with headquarters
at Tonopah, Nevada. For many years
Mr. Kuhns held a similar position on
the old Atlantic & Pacific, and later

TRUE BILL RETURNED AGAINST

AND AN
HUBBELL
E3LAVIO VIAGAINST

FRANK

A.

OTHER
GIL.

The grand jury is still grinding out
Indictments at the rate of a dozen or
so a day. Among the indictments returned todu were one against Frank
A. Hubbell, nceiitly removed from the
office of treasurer Hnd collector of
Uernnlllio county by Governor Otero.
The Indictment charges Mr. Hubbell
with obtaining money under false pretenses. He was arrested and immediately gave bond.
Eslavlo Vigil, late county school
drew another Indictment
today, niakirg two that the present
grand Jury has returned against slm
up to date. The Indictment charges
him with obtaining money under false
pretenses.
A number of other Indictments were
returned, but as the warrants have
not been served, the cleric could not
give out any information about them.
So far as la known now the Jury
will wind up its work tomorrow and
make Its final report. It Is rumored
that before the Jury adjourns It will
return a number of indictments against the saloon keepers of the city
for violating the Sunday law, with relation to allowing the saloons to remain open on Sunday.
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"Sealshipt" means shipped under
seal; the shelled oysters are placed
cerm-proo- f
by the grower In an
receptacle and sealed and are
untouched until we open the package.
But this is not ali; no ice or water
can come in contact with the oysters
they aro not bloated with slush and
dirty water aud are free from any
chemical preservative, because the
clean package and perfect refrigeration render any such preservative unnecessary. Also remember that you
get full measure, Rolid oysters no
water.
This makes them sheaper
than pail oysters.
Sold exclusively by
air-tigh- t,

PICALILLI AT MALOY'S
o
Herman Corbells, who conducted
the "Little Poodle Dog" cafe at the
St. Elmo, has been heard fronr Corbells is in Los Angeles, where other
"crooked" young men have recently
gone, not for their health, but for
their own good. Corbells left many
unpaid bills behind.
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MADE PICCALILLI
AND
SARATOGA CHIPS,
'
AT

0

THIS would have been
kuh nathan k recur co
good advice because he
would get Quality, Style and Fit at a moderate price.
While he would have a choice of goods ranging fiom $15 to
$40, he would be assured that the $15 suit would have as
much style to it as the high grade, better quality, $40 clothes.
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HOME

Get tKe

Clones
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ZEIGER'S CAFE.

SIMON STERN

GOETZ'S PICALILLI AT MALOY'S
A.
Mrs.
Arthur
morning
ancy
Early this
dressed turkeys, ducks,
Heurv received a sad telegraphic mes
broilers and hens. Our poultry
sage; it announced tho death of her stock is always the finest and fattest,
father, D. T. Evans, at canon L.uy, for we will accept no other.
Colo., last night, but cause or nis
SAN JOSE MARKET.
death is lacking.
aud
old
73
years
was
Tho deceased
truly a pioneer of the west. He was
born in Indianapolis, Ind., and at an
eariy age, with his parents, took up
his residence in Missouri. Not satisfied with his condition in that state,
he took Horace Greeley's advice and
crossed the Kansas plains to Colorado and New Mexico in the "fifties,"
fighting his way alongside with caraIndian savvans with the
ages and white road agents, aud he,
like Kit Carson and others, did his
share toward opening up for subsequent settlement and safety to settlers the great western country.
For several years he mined in the
Cochiti district with varied success,
but for the past few years resided
Call
here with bis daughter. A short time
ago he left the city for Canon City,
Coio., and now a message is wired
back or his death.
The Citizen offers Its condolence to
the bereaved daughter and other relatives, who are located in various sections of the west.
The funeral and burial will take
place in Canon City, but it will be impossible for Mrs. Henry to attend.

The Railroad Avenue Clothier

PLUMBING

blood-thirst-

STEAM AND HOT WATER HEATING
and Examine the Beautiful Gooda
Displayed in Our Sample Rooms

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL HARDWARE
Farm Implements, Pumps, Pipe and Fittings, Hose,

MINE OPERATOR MOORE
AND CAPITALIST WJLLARD

Packing, Engines, Boilers, Steam Pumps,
Leather, Ranch Supplies. Write for Prices
Saddles,
Harness,

Belting,

ARE IN1THE CITY, EN ROUTE TO
RICH MINJES IN YUMA COUNTY,
ARIZONA.
Hon. Norman P. Wlllard, a capitalist of Chicago, and E. B. Moore, a
mine operator of the Quartzlte district of Yuma county, Arizona, are in-in
the city, and both gentlemen were
troduced at The Citizen office by WilMr. Moore is an
liam Sanguluette.
old timer of this section of New Mexico, and twenty odd years ago was
Interested with Ben L. Jones, now deceased, in the Copper City district of
Bernalillo county, now Sandoval county. On leaving this district Mr. Moore
went to the Quartzlte district of Arizona, and has since prospered immensely, having recently sold a mine
out there for $50,000. Mr. Willard recently became interested with Mr.
Moore in Yuma county, and he Is ac-

companying the latter to the district
to look ove'r the property. They will
go west tonight,

NOTICE.
Mrs. H. R. Yewell has left my bed
and board and abandoned me, and refuses to return. This, therefore, is
to notify all concerned that I will not
be responsible for any debts contracted by my wife, said Mrs. H. R. Yewell,
from and after this date.
H. R. YEWELL,
September 29, 1905.
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LARGEST STOCK IN THE SOUTHWEST

WHITNEY COMPANY
U3 - JI5- U7 South Fint Street J

J
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MERCHANTS

C
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SRoom in thcChy. Fine Coffee
216 S. Second St.

i

F

News, the

Track

great

401-4- 03

North Fbrt Street
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THERE IS MONEY
In taking subscrlbtlons to The

hm rm

Four

illustrated

Very liberal,
cation.
tetms. Large profits. Agents want-- ;
ed everywhere. White George H. Daniels, Publisher, 7 East Forty-seconstreet, New York, for full particulars.
A quick seller.

d

Whitewash your chicken house with
Hahn's Eureka white lime.

3

IIS West RaUroad Ave.

107 South Second St.
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0Ofl000000OI
TO SMOKE

poor cigars when good ones are
obtainable at the same price is
a crime. At every price from 6
CIGARS
cents up
can be purchased here. Thia
stock is made up of goods that
will certainly please. There'
something for every man according to his taste Imported,
Key West and Domestic Cigars
of excellent quality.
Try the High Life and Little
They're low
Sultana cigar.
priced, but they're good.

M. GUSSABOFF, TjoMgstggg

0X000C0000

J. POST & CO.

B.

CHAS. F. MYERS.

Proprietors

HARDWARE

WIIOL.KSAL.K

WM. M'INTOSH.
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Now is the Time

hand-turne-
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0
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To get your Stove Work done before the rush. Quick
Van & Pacific Ranges; Radiant Home and Perfection
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QUICK
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Meal, John
Home Base
The most com-

We Have a Special Scissor
and Shear
stroke,
For everybody who wants to make a clean-cu- t
different sizes and styles to select from. Try a Wissi

We carry many

QUICK MEAL RANGES.

HOT RLAST HEATERS
QUICK

Second Street E. L. WASHBURN CO.

jnakes Polonius say this to
his son. Good advice and
as we have no evidence that
Polonius was a tailor, we
don't believe he was advertising himself.
However,
nowadays, "costliness" does
not mean "quality," as Polonius evidently implied.
Had he lived in I905 he
would say:

GOETZ'S

lUirners; Mountain Oak and Groat Western Heaters.
plete line In the city,
AT LOWEST PRICES.

122 South

friend, W.
tmr old
Shakespeare,

THIS OLD PIONEER AND GOOD
CITIZEN PASSED AWAY AT CANON CITY LAST NIGHT.

Our Women's Bandau Slippers are
and most comfortable
shoe for bouse wear. They a: e made
of soft kid, with light,
soles, and have no heels. Either black
or red. Only $1.25 a pair at C. May's
Shoe Store, 314 West Railroad avenue.

The largest stock to select from ever shown
in the city.
$3.00 to $6.50
Nobby Blouse Suits,
2.50 to 5.50
Durable School Suits,
Young Mens Suits, $7.50, $10, $12 and $15
Two pairs of Pants with $4.50 School Suits.

"Costly fhy Apparel as
ifay Ptarse Will Bear"

9

DEATH OF D. T. EVANS

the daintiest

S5

SEPT. 29, 1905.
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Agents for

119 West
Gold Avenue

I

Winchester Rifles and Shotgun3, Winchester Ammunition, Colt's Revolvers and Automatic Pistols, Studebaker Itugtus and Wagons, Eclipse
Wind Mills, STARRETT'S Machinist Tools a specialty.
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OUKK MEAL

No. 215

West Railroad Avenue

Albuquerque, New Mexico
0

